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STRONGWALL
THE ONLY OFFICIAL COURT SURFACE
OF THE U.S. RACQUETBALL ASSOCIATION
AND THE U.S. HANDBALL ASSOCIATION.

HERE'S WHY:

Cushioned Mapelite base
(affects floor only)
3/16" neoprene formulation
creates a virtually indestructible playing
surface that is monolithic,
water & moisture resistant

Masonry or metal stud walls
for unsurpassed structural
strength, density and
overall stability

NEW WHITE PIGMENT
IMPREGNATED STRONGWALL
BASE (applies to walls only)
a unique "space-age" formulation
of resins reinforced with random
oriented fiberglass ensuring
a virtually indestructible mono-
linic playing surface
WHITE STRONGWALL BASE
eliminates the need for paint.

Neoprene barrier (applies
to both wall and floor)
an effective, moisture-
resistant barrier and a
permanent bond that fuses
the Strongwall System to
its structural base.

Concrete slab (typical)

Urethane color coat
(floor only)
Floors are available in a
handsome combination of colors

Urethane clear sealer
(floor only) the final seal
for the Mapelite base,
tough & easy to clean

Game stripes (floors only)
are embedded to eliminate wear

Strongwall: Indoor or Outdoor Court Walls.
Virtually indestructible. Seamless. Con-
sistent in play over every square inch. Fast-
Playing. Uniform sound throughout. Resists
ball marks and is easy to clean. Fire-
resistant. Approved for indoor or outdoor
play.

Mapelite: the ideal court floor. Fast, but
uniformly cushioned for player comfort. Uni-
form ball bounce and sound of impact. Fire-
resistant. Cannot warp or buckle, even if
flooded with water. Available in a wide variety
of colors.

Manufacturers of specialty surfaces since 1938. We know what it takes to be best. Call or write today.

STRAWWALL SYSTEMS, INC.
299 Forest Avenue,
Paramus, New Jersey 07652 • (201) 262-5414

Immediate delivery and fast, professional installation by our own coast-to-coast network of dealer/installers.

USHA
DYNAMITE
OFFER.

FREE gift with racquet purchase.

Buy one of Omega's dynamite racquets and you'll receive a fantastic free gift. When you choose our new top-of-the-line Century or Pro II, take your pick of any of the gifts shown: a handsome Omega Sport Bag, attractive canvas tote, or professional eye guard. Values up to $121! Buy Omega's Esprit, Baron, or MTD and the tote, eye guard or a head cover is yours. A head cover is your gift for buying the BOOMER. You'll find Omega racquets at your favorite store or racquetball club. Hurry, the fuse on this offer runs only from January 1 through April 15, 1979.

Omega
Racquets
From
Charlie Drake and Al Mackie

WITH LOVE

A Gift of $10,000 to the

BOB KENDLER INTERCOLLEGIATE SCHOLARSHIP FUND

To commemorate the first annual United States Racquetball Association Intercollegiate Championships, Seamco Sporting Goods, Leach Industries and the USRA proudly announce a joint donation of $10,000 to the Bob Kendler Scholarship Fund. Awards will be made to deserving collegiate players at the National Intercollegiate Championships at the

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
Champaign, Illinois
March 23-25

We cordially invite college students to share with us the privilege of cultivating sportsmanship and education through participation in racquetball.

"Education is the torch that destroys fear in the heart of man."

Evie and Bob Kendler
ONLY SEAMCO HAS THE OFFICIAL BALLS FOR THE NRC AND USRA

That's a Fact.

Seamco's racquetballs are the official ball of the National Racquetball Club and the United States Racquetball Association. It's on the ball. No other ball anywhere can claim this distinction.

As the Official Ball, it's the best ball. The best in round, bounce, stress and wear. The best ball you can buy. Buy a can. Play Seamco. Where the action is.

Available at better pro shops, clubs and sporting goods dealers everywhere. No other manufacturer can claim this distinction.

IF IT BOUNCES, SEAMCO MAKES IT... OFFICIAL!

SEAMCO

Seamco Sporting Goods Company, Division of Dan Industries, Inc., 1567 Forrest Ave., La Grange, Georgia 30240
National Commissioner

Joe Ardito

Face to Face

Rarely do I get as excited about a program as I have about the USRA State Chairmen's Convention. Having just returned from our first annual such Convention I can't think of enough accolades for the event.

Jointly sponsored by Seamco, Leach, Zahn Data Service and the USRA the Convention was a huge success in many different ways.

First and foremost, it gave USRA staff people a chance to meet each of the state chairmen and discuss with them the purposes, goals, problems and solutions facing racquetball today.

In a structured forum, an all day seminar of round table discussions, 47 of the 50 chairmen, along with most of my colleagues at USRA headquarters, met face to face to iron out difficulties, discuss policy and generally delve into the state of the game and how to better promote it.

The organizational job done by Terry Fancher along with Chuck and Lois Blabolil from TRIP Travel Services made the entire weekend in Las Vegas run as smooth as a DC-10.

All state chairmen received full round trip airfare from their home city to Las Vegas, three days and two nights at the Desert Inn Hotel and Country Club, virtually all meals free, Wilson/Bata shoes and tickets to the Coors All Pro Racquetball Championships being held the same weekend.

Some people have shaken their heads and asked how we could afford to do so much for these people. So much? Why our state chairman deserve even more! This convention, which admittedly was a combination of work and R & R, was the least we could do!

Sometimes people tend to forget that every one of our state people are volunteers. They receive no salary, no expenses, no special benefits. They work on behalf of the USRA and on behalf of racquetball, because they love our sport and want to contribute to its promotion.

We at the USRA are happy to be able to contribute dollars to each of their treasuries by diverting $2 of every $12 subscription/membership, but it's not nearly enough. That's where our sponsors come in.

Through a generous free ball (with quantity restrictions) offer from Seamco for all sanctioned tournaments, and an equally generous official shirt arrangement through Leach Industries, plus newly planned clinic and appearance programs, the state associations are able to offset many costs they would otherwise incur. The result is to use their limited funds to further promote racquetball on the grass roots level.

The weekend began with a cocktail and introductory part Friday night at the Desert Inn as chairman met other chairman, officials and a few top pros, who stopped in from their stint at the Coors All Pro event. The racquetball conversations abounded.

Saturday morning an 8 o'clock breakfast was followed by a 9 o'clock seminar and round table discussions that served as the meat and potatoes of the weekend. It was during this time that USRA personnel went over policies and concepts with the chairman, who in return gave the input and feedback. The benefits from this segment of the Convention were so great that they are immeasurable.

Later in the afternoon the sponsors made their presentations and discussed the reasons for their support and what was new in the way of official products.

Saturday night a banquet at the Desert Inn was highlighted by a speech by USRA president Bob Kendler as the food and beverages flowed once again.

Finally Sunday morning there was another breakfast for those who could manage to make it, and by Sunday afternoon most were on their way to home or other sites.

As for our staff — well the Chicago blizzard forced us to spend a couple of extra days and nights in Las Vegas, since we were unable to get home. I didn't hear any complaints.

10 MARCH
Isn't it time you turned PRO?

With Saranac's R-70 PRO

Turn to the PRO for a sure grip on your game.
Saranac's R-70 PRO racquetball glove is acclaimed as America's finest... "the choice of the pros!" Crafted from Saranac's hand-selected native deer-skin, the R-70 is naturally light and tacky; designed with a snug-fitting elastic and adjustable Velcro closure for total comfort and support.

The PRO is available in seven vibrant colors and sized for men and for women—in the new Lady Saranac series. Be on top of the action with Saranac!

SARANAC GLOVE COMPANY
PO. BOX 786, GREEN BAY, WISCONSIN 54305
PHONE: 414-435-3737
Head unveils its racquetball line with a simple suggestion:

Consider the source.

Head® brings exciting news to racquetball with the Competition and Professional racquets. Innovation from the people who refuse to accept the obvious in design. We revolutionized the art of tennis racket construction through the use of composites and aluminum – and have taken every major professional tennis title in the process. Now, once again, we come equipped to change the face of a sport.

The sleek Competition features our patented combination of fiberglass and aluminum. For the first time in racquetball, Head captures the power and durability of metal with the “feel” of fiberglass.

The Professional is equally impressive. Under its classic burgundy finish is the highest strength aluminum in the racquetball industry. The result is devastating power.

And both racquets feature Head's revolutionary contoured (hourglass) handle that can help you add critical wrist-snap power to your shots.

The innovations continue. But they're best explained by the expert at your sporting goods store. He’ll demonstrate exactly what our quadriform head, laced-in bumper guards, and replaceable throat piece and grommets can do for you. And he’ll carefully describe our options in racquet weight and handle size, as well as introduce you to the complete line of Head accessories – shoes, string, eyeguards, gloves and bags.

From Wimbledon to... Racquetball. We meet again.
THE ONLY WAY TO BEAT A KILLSHOT IS TO WEAR ONE.

We built our new racquetball shoe to help you make more killshots more often.

So we named it the Killshot.

It's designed to improve two things on the racquetball court: Comfort and performance.

The open toe design gives more room and comfort to your forefoot.

The mesh uppers let your feet breathe naturally.

Insoles are made from leather for increased durability.

And the wrap around cup rubber sole gives you extra traction for quick lateral moves.

It's a lightweight, tough shoe that'll last a long time. And help make sure you're making the killshots.

Instead of diving for 'em.

World Headquarters
8285 SW Nimbus Ave., Suite 115
Beaverton, Oregon 97005
Racquetball requires strength, flexibility, muscular endurance, and cardiovascular ability. All of which can be produced by a small amount of proper training with full-range exercise. Only Nautilus provides the means and scientifically based training concepts capable of meeting these demands.

Nautilus . . . the edge!
This is the racquet that's making all the noise.

"It puts me in control."
Lynn Adams

"The Impact XC™ gives the ordinary player extraordinary power."
Bill Chadwick

"...extremely light and very well-balanced."
Diane Heims

"Gives me the control I've always been searching for."
Kellie Cooper

"...the power of aluminum, plus the flexibility of fiberglass."
James Carson

"The most versatile racquet I've played with."
Dave Chandler

"I'm afraid I'm going to like it and then I'm in trouble with my sponsor. Just holding it feels good."
Name withheld by request

"The XC is 10 grams lighter than the Impact One™, but it combines the power and control necessary for a fluid stroke."
Ron Botchan

"...more control than any other racquet I've used."
Bill Thurman

"The XC lets me press the right button even under pressure. I get set up and the racquet does the rest—reverse pinch, rollout, ace, Z."
Carole Chaffaros

"...the XC has made my overhead a legend."
Fielding Redleaf Snow

"Shoots like a cannon—strikes like lightning."
Bill Schwartz

"Lots of power from a light racquet. I like the whipping action."
Judy Hichta

"It's great! I love the 3½" grip."
Lilemonte Fuqua

"We know it's a classy racquet, but its success depends on what the players think."
Tom Pomeroy, AMF Voit

The new AMF Voit Impact XC
WE'VE CAPTURED ALL THE COLOR AND ACTION... of the '77 U.S.R.A. National Racquetball Championships

... Now It's Available To You On Video Tape Cassettes

IDEAL FOR CLUBS, PLAYERS AND ENTHUSIASTS...
Taped from 3 different angles, affording the best views of the action. Slow motion and instant replay also!

30 Minute ¼" Color Video Tape Cassette... $100 (incl. tax & ship.) Study selected shots in slow motion and the highlights of the Men's Quarter Finals, Semi-Finals and Final Matches. And Women's Finals, of course! Sound & Voice-Over commentary.

10 Minute ¼" Color Video Tape Cassette. . . $50 (incl. tax & ship,) Outstanding scenes promoting the '77 Nationals. Sound & Voice-Over commentary.

90 Minute ¼" Color Video Tape Cassette... $175 (incl. tax & ship.) Men's Final Match—complete! Actual contest soundtrack.

To order, call or write:
Ken Davidson (714) 298-9321

All orders C.O.D.

Atlas Health Club
901 Hotel Circle South, San Diego, California 92138
Remember how good it felt jogging when you gave up your tennis sneakers and switched to running shoes? Or the first time you teed off in golf shoes? Or that magical moment when you sped around the bases in your first pair of baseball spikes? You got better. Right away.

The same can happen when you step into a pair of Lotto racquetball shoes. Any pair. And there are eight models to choose from. The largest selection in the business. Because Lottos are made especially for racquetball, they can make the difference between how good you are and how good you can be.

All Lottos have a unique wrap-around sole and suction cup tread pattern to give you the most tenacious grip on the court—start, stop, twist, dive—you can practically scale the walls. And you've never felt comfort like Lottos before. An anatomical footbed cradles your foot in a neutrally supportive position so you can dash, crash, roll, and leap your way around the court with abandon.

Lottos add speed and agility to your game and help prevent bruised heels and jammed toes. Choose from leather, canvas or nylon uppers. Separate lasts and fit for women. At racquetball clubs and sporting goods stores.

The difference between how good you are and how good you can be is right here.
Guest Editorial

Inside the Master's Mind by Charlie Brumfield

The Need for Service Rule Changes

With this comprehensive and thoughtful group of stories on the serve Charlie Brumfield, four time National champion, begins an exclusive series for National Racquetball. Brumfield has the rare ability to break down into the words the theory and techniques that make him an on court winner. National Racquetball Editor Chuck Leve met with Brumfield in Las Vegas during the All Pro finals to help put together this first of the master's instructional articles.

Ten years ago in a galaxy far, far away, the serve was the most important shot in racquetball. It was not, however, synonymous with racquetball.

The serves in that era were the basic serves that are still in use today, most copied from the effective serves used in handball, paddleball and squash, our predecessors. (Examples of these would be the drive, the Z, the garbage and the lob).

If you were to hit an ineffective serve you were in danger of having it killed outright, or at the very least you would probably lose center court position (remember that?) and would be running your tail off for the rest of the rally — which would usually be long and/or exciting.

My point? The serve was important; but it was not completely dominant. A player with a medium grade serve (such as Connors in tennis) was not automatically eliminated from contention for the number one spot in any particular tournament. In fact one of racquetball's early selling points which helped in its initial growth was the fact that the serve was not that important, that a player could offset his opponent's big serve with other important factors, i.e., court savvy, guts, determination, conditioning, ground strokes, court coverage.

Ten years ago a situation existed in tennis which was very much like today's racquetball situation. The serve was ultra dominant. But the fans put a stop to that by reduced attendance — forcing the governing bodies to introduce slower surfaces which helped bring into balance the strong serve and the strong serve return.

I believe that racquetball should not and must not repeat a historical mistake of such a recent date. The serve must not be allowed to completely dominate the sport and here are my reasons:

1. Racquetball's tremendous mushrooming popularity has been predicated on two factors: (a) its great exercise and (b) the ease with which the beginner or average athlete can keep the ball in play (rally). Take away the rally and you take away the heartbeat of the game. And today's modern service techniques certainly do curtail the rally with much of its health benefits and just plain fun.

2. Spectators no longer have a discernable pattern of play to enjoy. It's all over so quickly on most points that it's impossible to carry on more than one sentence conversations on what has just happened!

3. Television cannot see the sport too well right now. It can see bodies move around the court but it certainly cannot detect whether a serve was one inch over the line or one inch short. I doubt that television would ever make a firm and continuing commitment to cover Marty Hogan or Jerry Hillecher.
practicing their serve. Television would, I believe, commit to the exciting and well conceived plans and actions of vigorous racquetball rallies.

In addition to these problems, which appear to be generic to the existence of a dominant serve, other problems manifest themselves repeatedly on the pro tour, and they point, I think, to a need to refine the service rules.

(A) The shadow serve. The continued shadow (hinder) serve is a call that forces the referee to play God from a position in which it is difficult, if not impossible, to accurately see the play. The referee, in his chair 20-30 feet away, off to one side, through glass, looking down the muzzle of a 142 mph blast, partially screened, off the walking serve down the opposite line — no way can be make an accurate call! No way!

(B) Constant time outs. Since virtually every pro goes for an ace on every first serve, there is a plethora of short or 3-wall serves which cause continuous breaks in the continuity of play. What could be more boring than a short serve 80 percent of the time?

(C) Appeals. Since the server is often aiming for a spot near the short line or the deep corner, there are an abundance of near misses, creating many appeals and the subsequent delays of game resulting from appeal, linesmen opinions, explanation and sometimes player argument.

(D) Eliminating the opportunity to get the ball in play. The ace serve has rung the death knell of the meaningful offense within the rally as it completely and unmercifully outstrips the defense.

There are several rule change proposals which I believe should be examined and tested by the governing bodies — not to change the nature of racquetball, but rather to restore it.

(1) Eliminate the second serve. The main benefit would be to maintain a continuity of play. In addition it would theoretically dampen the voracious nature of the pro service game because the player would tend to be more conservative and less "ace at any cost" oriented if he faces an automatic side out upon infraction.

Many people feel, I am aware, that such a rule would reverse the problem because the serve return would then become dominant. I don't agree. What it would cause is a demise of the mindless flailer, and return thinking, serve selection and precise execution to their well-deserved place. (By the way — this rule works perfectly well in table tennis.)

(2) Quadrant Rule. This rule, which is used in tennis and squash would eliminate the whole issue of a shadow serve. In addition since it reduces the area that the returner must cover, it gives a fair chance to the serve returner (not to mention television) to see and return the ball.

(3) Above the Line. The painting of a line on the front wall, above which the serve must hit, is used in squash to eliminate the lack of rally that a low drive serve causes. It has some merit. Again I realize that some will try to argue that if one or more of these rule change proposals were enacted, that defense will dominate the sport. Yet these people forget that racquetball is intrinsically the most offensive of all the racquet sports. There is no net to hit over, no tin. There are no sidelines to flirt with.

The kill shot is here to stay, and I am a believer that you must be able to kill to win. But for the game's sake, let's not make serve and kill the only way to play!
Given that we are dealing with the current rules and the present pace of modern racquetball — how should one go about making the most of the serve as a weapon?

The first step is to develop an awareness of what can be done on the serve. The best and most satisfying way to discover this is to step on the court by yourself with half a dozen balls, and turn your imagination loose. Hit from every part of the service zone to different parts on the front wall. You may develop your own secret weapon that no one else has ever seen. This method is the best because it gives you a true appreciation of what the ball will do under every conceivable situation.

Once noted, you then can, through repetition, make your racquet and body do whatever is necessary to repeat the desired shot.

A second method is to have someone more experienced— or knowledgeable— take you down on the court and show you some new ideas. This is okay as long as that's not the end of it. His or her information should only act as germinating seed from which your own ingenuity grows into innovations that fit your physical and mental makeup.

There is and always should be a personal adaptation of new ideas so that it makes sense to your concept of your game.

A third method is by observation and I don't mean just the pros. As a matter of fact I've probably learned more watching B and C players who have had little or no formal instruction because they have no preconceived notions of how (for instance) a drive serve has to be executed or how you must step into your Z. These players have created their own serve and some are really brutal.

It helps shake some of the smugness out of me when I realize that a beginner has learned something about the game that I didn't think of, even though I've been studying day and night for 15 years! At any rate I'm not alone plagiarizing and adapting their creations and neither are you.

All right. Once you've got a pretty fair idea how the ball can be moved, the next step is selecting a group of serves to make peculiarly your own. It is impossible to learn all the serves, since there are an infinite number of angles and paces. Yet I feel that the basic error is not trying to serve too many, but rather being satisfied with only two or three variations. Almost all players from pros down to basic beginners have fallen into that trap.

It is my firm belief that any diligent player of C caliber or higher could come to grips with 15 or 20 varieties of serves, motions and zone positions, as I am now. Yet I feel that the basic error is not trying to serve too many, but rather being satisfied with only two or three variations. Almost all players from pros down to basic beginners have fallen into that trap.

It is probably true that there is one particular method of service that would prove the most effective against a particular opponent at a particular moment of time, but it might not (will not be more accurate) be applicable in the next moment, let alone against a different opponent with different strengths and weaknesses of today's foe.

So sit back, and relax. Let me take you down the road of 25 serves which I know you can master. They're not meant to be the ultimate answer, but rather they should serve to whet your curiosity and help you explore uncharted regions on your own.

As we go on, I'll show you a list of common serve return weaknesses and which of our serves will be most effective against each of these weaknesses.

Good luck!
The Serve Today: 25 Ways to Add Points to Your Score

To be truly effective as a server it is imperative that you be able to beat the returner at his strength, normally his forehand. If you can accomplish this goal, you will force your opponent into a situation where he will be unable to compensate for his weaker side. Therefore many of the serves which are outlined in this article are specifically designed to be bold in the sense of being a serve to the forehand of the receiver. The more practice you put in on serves to the forehand, the more checks you’ll eventually be able to put in the weak return column. All of the serves discussed in this article are further designed to take advantage of the philosophy of racquetball today, i.e., that the serve is dominant. Therefore all are designed to achieve ace or near-ace results.

Z’s and the Short Zone

An unwritten rule in serving is never give the receiver two chances at the same ball. The serve should be designed to allow the minimum number of hitting zones for the receiver.

The first serve (Serve 1) is the Deep Z. The Z serves are those which hit front wall, side wall and floor before hitting a third wall (either another side wall or back wall). The Deep Z is sometimes referred to as the “Snap Z” by advanced players, with the “snap” referring to the quick movement of the wrist as the server comes through the hitting zone. This snap results in greater velocity and deception, making the pace and direction of the serve difficult to “read” by the receiver.

The Deep Z should be served from about two foot lengths from the side wall, with your left foot forward. The serve will travel front wall-side wall and hit the floor in deep right court, with the spin derived from the surfaces struck keeping the shot off the back wall.

The Deep Z is a good starting point because two other effective serves can be used from basically the same starting position. They are (Serve 2) the Drive Down The Line and (Serve 3) the Hard V.
Both the Drive Down The Line and the Hard V take advantage of the Short Zone, the area just behind the short line, which is one of the most neglected service areas in the game. If hit with zip and even a minimum of deception (set up by your Deep Z) you will cause pandemonium in your opponent, particularly if he's one who set up in the extreme deep court for service return.

The Drive Down The Line will be hit off the same motion as the Deep Z with the only difference being the angle of the racquet as you come through the hitting area. It should be struck with near maximum force so that the deception can work to its ultimate.

If well hit this serve can freeze your opponent so that his reaction time will be cut enough to allow the ball to bounce twice for your ace. Another side advantage is that this serve is also a near screen, putting the server in a can't miss situation.

The Hard V comes off the same motion but goes the other way and is particularly effective if you've been able to get your opponent concerned about all those forehand serves. This one is a drive to his backhand, but aimed again for the short zone, with the ball in the air the minimum amount of time.

Serving the short zone may be a new concept to many readers, since most previous dissertations on Z serves have indicated that a deep court rebound is the desired conclusion. However I have learned that the weakest area from which to return serve is this short zone, forcing the receiver to strike the ball while moving forward, which eliminates virtually all of his power.

Another serve which takes advantage of this philosophy is (Serve 4) the Short Angle Z. Technically this is really not a Z because it is designed to hit the floor twice before reaching the third wall. However the path traveled by the ball is identical with the Deep Z and the stroke is the same.

What is different is the trajectory. This Short Angle Z will strike front wall-side wall (hit low and hard) and hit the floor just behind the short line.

As with all the short zone serves ideally this serve will give you one of three results: a) an ace or near ace; b) a screen, or c) a short serve. Therefore if overcompensation is going to be a problem, you are better off overcompensating on the short side (second serve coming) than on the long side (back wall set up).

Jam Serves

The Jam Serves are an outgrowth of adventures with mis-hit attempts at crack serves, where the cracks are missed and the result is a serve directly into the center of the court. Although most texts will warn against this occurrence, the truth is that such serves can be extremely effective. These serves, which are purposely struck so as to rebound directly into the receiver's body, are called Jam Serves.

(Serve 5) the Jam and Fly is one of my favorites because it has the ability to tie a receiver in knots. It should be hit with maximum power about three feet high.

"Take away the rally and you take away the heartbeat of the game."
I Serve 5: Jam and Fly

Serve 6: Side Wall Jam

Serve 7: Wide Jam (Backhand)

Serve 8: Wide Jam (Forehand)

Serve the Side Wall Jam from the center of the service zone (as with the Jam and Fly). The ball will strike front wall-side wall and rebound behind the server, directly at the receiver. This will create surprise (a serve directly at him) and hesitation (it might be a near-screen) and should result in a weak return because the choice of return cannot be made fast enough by most receivers to handle the Side Wall Jam properly.

Both the Jam and Fly and Side Wall Jam can be hit to either side of the court, thus making service from the center of the service zone the optimum position.

Good variations of the Jam are (Serves 7 and 8) the Wide Jams. A tip to remember on the wider versions of the Jam is to make sure you serve these on the side wall right at the short line. The rebound will take the ball nearly to the back wall, but that's okay, we want it to hit the back wall. The reason is that the velocity and combination of surfaces will cause the ball to rebound off the back wall and fly rapidly back to the center of the court.

It causes the receiver to spin very rapidly and chase down the flying portion of the Jam and Fly. Otherwise he'll have to take the ball off the difficult short hop, making any offensive return on his part more prayer than fact.

Additionally the Jam and Fly tends to look like a real pumpkin of a serve to the receiver, lulling him into that peaceful state of mind.

Caution: Do not use this serve against former handball players! These people are used to spinning around to take balls with their forehand (strong hand in handball) and they won't be surprised, nor confused.

A corollary to the Jam and Fly is (Serve 6) the Side Wall Jam. It is more basic than the Jam and Fly, but its foundation in theory is well documented. One of the most successful shots in badminton is the sharp bird to the right shoulder. This tends to handcuff the power player (and anyone else for that matter) because the ball penetrates inside the zone of power. The same shot, for the same reason, is effective in racquetball.

Serve the Side Wall Jam from the center of the service zone (as with the Jam and Fly). The ball will strike front wall-side wall and rebound behind the server, directly at the receiver. This will create surprise (a serve directly at him) and hesitation (it might be a near-screen) and should result in a weak return because the choice of return cannot be made fast enough by most receivers to handle the Side Wall Jam properly.

Both the Jam and Fly and Side Wall Jam can be hit to either side of the court, thus making service from the center of the service zone the optimum position.

Good variations of the Jam are (Serves 7 and 8) the Wide Jams. A tip to remember on the wider versions of the Jam is to make sure you serve these...
serves inside your opponent's forehand power zone. If you make a mistake, be sure to make it to the backhand side.

(Serve 7) is a good example of the **Wide Jam** to the backhand side and (Serve 8) an example of the **Wide Jam** to the forehand side. In both cases the receiver will most likely not be able to accomplish the necessary footwork to get his entire body into the return, thereby minimizing his power.

Note that the **Wide Jams** are served from closer to the side wall, about the same position as the Z and short zone serves.

The final **Jam Serve** is the boldest of all (Serve 9), the **Surprise Jam**, and I do mean surprise! Although I've never seen this serve used purposely, I believe it will work as a change of pace. It's simple enough, just blast the ball right at your opponent with zero finesse. Most receivers figure the serve directly at them is the last to come and you'll probably catch him off balance. Make sure to handcuff him with the power and be sure he's not expecting it. If allowed to take this ball off the back wall, he'll have a clear path down the right line. Remember the name of the serve: **Surprise Jam** and I do mean surprise!

**Traditional Serves**

There is a reason that I have waited until this point to discuss the **Traditional Serves**. The reason is that most of them are just not all that effective in today's version of racquetball. They are the evolution of the original serves light years ago, and judging by their appearance it is obvious that little to none has been their advancement. My point: the game has changed but the serves have not.

Take (Serve 10) for example the **Pure V Drive**, the staple of power servers across the land. It is true that when phenomenal athletes such as Marty Hogan or Jerry Hilecher wind up and blast the Pure V Drive toward anybody's backhand — that a good portion of the time the result will be a weak return or ace. But for the rest of us, us mortals who are not blessed with 142 mph shots, this serve, unless aided by a shadow, can be beaten.

The reason it can be beaten is because of three reasons. First most players in trying to attain power sacrifice accuracy, resulting in an abundance of short serves. Even top professionals have trouble getting this serve over the line enough to make it effective, with only Hogan, Hilecher and one or two others consistently accurate.

Secondly it is subject to being served too high, especially after a series of shorts. Anything struck over two feet high on the front wall will carry off the back wall when struck with maximum force. The result is a clear contradiction of our opening statement, **never give the receiver two chances at the same ball**.

Third, again under the reasoning of sacrificing accuracy for power, the **Pure V Drive** can hit in no-man's land, too wide but not wide enough. What occurs is (Serve 11) which you should not practice. This is a faulty Pure V Drive and after striking the front wall, floor and left side wall, will pop out and sit up for the perfect set up!

One footnote: if this serve is even wider, it then becomes effective as either a **Side Wall Jam** or an **Angle Crack** (coming later).
“The shadow serve... causes the referee to play God.”

A relative to both the Pure V Drive of traditional nature and the Jam and Fly of the new breed is (Serve 12) the Drive and Fly. This is another serve that you sometimes see by accident as a Pure V Drive is mis-hit (that sacrificing for power), and the result is off the back wall so fast that it rebounds to the short zone before the receiver can catch up to it.

If this serve can be used in an intelligent and deliberate part of your repertoire it can be devastating. The Drive and Fly is struck with maximum velocity about two and one-half feet high on the front wall so that it lands near the back wall and flies back toward front court. The only hazard is the side wall, so be sure the Drive and Fly does not hit the side wall, for if it does, the flight of the ball will be slowed enough to make it a Drive and Set-Up.

What usually occurs after the short attempt at a Pure V Drive is (Serve 13) the Garbage serve. The Garbage is frequently used as the second serve by the pros and top amateurs. The main reason for its effectiveness is that it requires the receiver to hit the ball from height, i.e., chest or shoulder height, thereby again diminishing power on the part of the receiver.

Of course the Garbage will rarely give you an ace or near-ace, since it is designed to allow a return. The properly hit Garbage does not touch the back or side walls and is always over waist high to the receiver. For variation you might hit it with your backhand.

The key to the Garbage, of course, is speed, or lack of it. The Garbage must be hit at a maximum of three-quarters speed and preferably at nearer to half-speed. (Serve 14) is a variation of the Garbage, with more emphasis on down the line.
From a bygone era comes (Serve 15) the Lob, which 10 years ago was probably the most used serve in a good server’s bag. Well hit, it was near impossible to intercept in mid-air and after catching the side wall it would die coming in behind the receiver.

With today’s faster ball, the lob is not used as often, but it still can be an effective change of pace weapon. To compensate for the ball speed, the lob must contact the upper side wall shallower than yesteryear and will have primarily defensive value as opposed to any offensive meaning.

Spin Serves

Another intimidating word in racquetball instruction is “spin.” One of the early myths in our sport was that you couldn’t put spin on the ball. The reason that was a widely believed concept is that the server couldn’t make the racquetball “hop” like a handball player could. The reason it is a myth is because spin can be applied, not as viciously as in handball, but effectively nevertheless.

Probably the best spin serve is a
relative to the Garbage, which I have coined (Serve 16) the Half-Speed Dying Quail. This serve is hit with combination backspin and side spin (sort of a three-quarters spin like a pitcher’s curve ball). It should be served so that it just clears the short line and you’ll find it will take a short, quailly hop and die.

The resulting rush and lunge to retrieve by the receiver should be a sight of abundant joy to the server.

**Caution:** If you’re going to let it hit the side wall (Serve 17) be sure it hits the side wall first, for if it hits the floor and then the side wall, you’ve got the makings of an absolute plum for the receiver.

Another spin serve (Serve 18) is the Spin Jam, originally a doubles serve used effectively by former national doubles champion Dave (D.C.) Charlson. D.C. would use the Spin Jam to confuse righty/lefty teams by having the serve hit the back wall in the middle of the court. The spin would then take over and cause pandemonium.

The Spin Jam is an effective singles serve as well, and the spin can be applied across your body or reverse, whichever you want. I suggest all players experiment with spin. Determine what it can or can’t do for you and incorporate the cans into your game.

A rarely used spin serve is (Serve 19) the Deep Spin. The only top player I’ve ever seen use this serve effectively is Jay Jones, who beat me with it a couple of years ago. The Deep Spin is hit with extreme underspin (practice this one a lot before attempting it in competition) and aimed directly at the crack at about three-quarters court.

The reaction of the ball is an unknown quantity to server as well as receiver, since the ball will react differently depending if it hits the side wall first or the floor and then the side wall.

If it hits the floor first and then the side wall, the ball will balloon up very high into the receiver’s chest. If the ball strikes the side wall first and then the floor, it tends to die near the crack.
the angle of rebound off the side wall (if you don’t get the absolute crack) will differ. And as can be seen in the diagrams, the **Angle Crack** is good from either side and to either side of the court.

The **Deep Angle Crack** is designed to get behind your opponent low in the air and crack out in deep court. It is quite wicked to return, whether or not it absolutely cracks. The key is keeping the ball low.

We should all remember that the land of cracks is treacherous ground. It’s rather like going for a bull’s-eye every time, and for that reason we should examine the potential hazards. This is wise strategy in any phase of the sport, for none of us is able to hit 100 percent of our shots exactly where we want them.

There is a certain margin of error in **Deep Angle Crack** serves and **(Serve 23)** is an allowable error. This is hitting shallow to the crack and the result is a **short zone** serve which, as we have seen, can be effective. Not to worry if you miss the crack shallow.

If you miss the crack deep (**Serve 24**) your serve will either be long or will still come around behind your opponent, and unless he’s an ex-handballer, this will still be a tough serve to return effectively.

Thus the only thing to worry about is (**Serve 25**) the faulty crack attempt which is neither shallow or deep, but rather falls in no-man’s land. This shot will pop up and right into the power zone for the all-time set up on the part of the receiver.

Most power players feel the crack attempts are worth the risk. As long as you’re careful, the results can add 8-10 points to your game almost overnight.

---

Next Month:
- Serving techniques
- Serving to weakness
- Second serves

---
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For a Better Game —
Get out of the way!

by Steve Strandemo

A good game of racquetball should proceed at the same tempo as a good game of basketball: fast and hard. The crowd loves it, and the players love it. But sometimes a basketball game will start to drag, because a referee is blowing his whistle every 20 seconds, and there is an endless parade to the free-throw line.

Most of the fouls in basketball are called as a result of the rules of position being broken: a moving screen, an illegal pick, going over a guy’s back, charging. And the rules get broken for one of two reasons: either someone is not playing fair, or someone doesn’t know the rules.

The same circumstances apply to racquetball, and produce the same results: a slow game, hindered (literally) by penalties, and no fun at all. Most of the problem stems not from a desire to cheat, but from an uncertainty about a very important rule.

Of course we’re talking about the avoidable hinder.

The rule book defines “avoidable hinder” thusly: “A hinder or interference, not necessarily intentional, which clearly hampers the continuance of a rally; results in loss of serve or point in tournament play.”

In weekend play it can also result in the loss of friends.

More simply put the rule means: “Get the hell out of the way.” You cannot stand between your opponent and the front wall, and you cannot get in the way of his swing. If you do, you lose all the way around. You may get hit by the ball, or his racquet, or both, and you will lose the serve or the point. Do it consistently, and you’ll lose the opponent, too. He’ll stop calling you for a game.

Remember the rule; the interference needn’t be intentional. Most avoidable hinders are not called on cheaters, they’re called on players who just don’t get out of the way, whether from lack of know how or proper practice.

The avoidable hinder relates to position, and of course position is the name of the game. When you are practicing position, you also, automatically, are practicing the avoidance of the avoidable hinder.

The best way to approach it, then, is to think of the lack of hinders as the presence of good, solid position.

For example, if your opponent is going to hit a shot from the back court near the right wall, your best position will be to his left and three to four feet behind the service line, toward the middle of the court but shading to the right. You want to be assertive in assuming your position, but also reasonable.

Open Lanes

If you are in the proper position, you leave all his lanes open, as you are supposed to. He can go down the line, can use the right corner for the variety of pinch shots, or he can go cross court. Meanwhile you are in the best position to get a high percentage of his shots.

If you take a position a little farther to the right, as in Photos 1-5, you’ll block his cross court angle, and, of course, if you stand directly in front of him you block the down-the-line. If you cut off his cross court shot and he hits up the...
Photos 1-5. The key to assuming the proper position when your opponent hits from near the wall is to be aggressive, but reasonable. In photo 1 the defender is being unreasonable, blocking both the down-the-line shot and the cross court, and he will be called for an avoidable hinder. His position in photo 2 also is illegal, but this is one of the more poorly interpreted rules in racquetball. He is giving the hitter the shot down the line, but he is blocking the cross court angle, and that is illegal. The best legal position is shown in photo 3; the defender is being assertive, since he does not have to give his opponent a shot to the opposite corner. But he has left open the down-the-line, and the crosscourt, while maintaining a good position to cover a high percentage of his opponent’s shots. In photo 4 the defender is shading too far left, so he can’t cover a shot down the right wall. Photo 5 shows him so far out of the play that he couldn’t possibly reach even a mediocre shot down the line.

line, an avoidable hinder probably won’t be called. But if he goes ahead with the cross court, and rips it into the back of your thigh, then, of course, the avoidable hinder will be called, in tournament play. In after-work play, mere ill will is the result, and isn’t that fun?

Many of the difficulties with the avoidable hinder occur in the middle of the court (Photos 6 and 7). All players know how important it is to control the center of the court, and as they struggle for this position, they often wind up in each other’s hip pockets. Many shots are blocked in the tangle, and many swings interfered with.

Many times it’s a judgment call; the referee must decide whether the player had the opportunity to make a full and proper swing. A player called for an avoidable hinder might argue that he couldn’t possibly get out of the way, but the referee is in a good position to see if
a player is moving too slowly. If, in his opinion, you're moving too slowly, he'll call an avoidable hinder.

The best strategy is: don't get hit with the racquet. It's your fault if you get hit, and it hurts in more ways than one. You can get out of the way however slow you think you are. It's amazing how quickly people move when they see they are about to be hit by something.

As for the jam up in the middle of the court, you just have to play within a framework of mutual respect, or it'll be nothing but chaos out there. You have to pull your opponent out of the middle of the court with good shotmaking. You can't push him out bodily.

If you serve from the middle of the court, you must drop back diagonally to one side or the other, to a good position, so you give your opponent behind you a clear shot at the front wall. Everyone should know that. But even with the serve, the agreement breaks down, because of confusion or lack of awareness of the avoidable hinder rule. This has not all been the fault of the players.

For a long time, in tournament play, the referees called very few avoidable hinders. But without that discipline, it got to be a war out there, just like an NBA game that gets out of hand. The ref has to keep control in a physical game like this.

As racquetball became more sophisticated, its leaders began to recognize the need to "clean up" the play, and the referees started to call more avoidable hinders.

Wild Kids
Of course that didn't solve the problem overnight. It's like letting kids run wild in the classroom for a couple of weeks, and then the teacher says suddenly, "You can't do that any more." Well you know what the kids are going to say: "Ha! We did it before, and nothing happened, and we're gonna do it some more."

So it has taken awhile for this new awareness of the avoidable hinder to spread. You'll still hear questions at clinics from people who think some forms of shot blocking are legal. But in most parts of the country people have become used to the rule, and have found how much fun an unimpeded game can be. They agree that the quality of play improves immensely.

Photos 6 & 7. Many avoidable hinders occur in the middle of the court, where both players are struggling to maintain control of that area. In photo 6 the defender, by standing directly in front of the hitter, is committing an obvious avoidable hinder, because he is blocking the hitter's shots: a pass down the right wall, a shot straight at the front wall or a cross court pass.

The defender's legal position, photo 7, opens up all these lanes while keeping him near enough to field a high percentage of his opponent's shots.

In recreational play, or in practice, there won't be a referee to call hinders, but that doesn't mean they should be ignored.

It doesn't pay, in the long run, to get avoidable hinders called on you in a tournament because you didn't call them on yourself in practice. You should always practice playing the proper position, as a matter of basic strategy, and as we said, it also will keep you out of avoidable hinder trouble.

Watching the ball is at least 75 percent of maintaining good position on the court.

Keeping an eye on the ball requires some movement, naturally, but your stance always should remain relatively open with relation to the front wall (Photos 8-11).

You can move more quickly from that position with just a couple of short, quick steps or one long stride, to field a shot to either your forehand or backhand side. But if you turn completely around, facing the opponent more than the front wall, you may get jammed up trying to spin 180 degrees in a fraction of a second.

Your stance does not have to be completely open. If it is, you may have trouble covering a shot down the left wall. The best position is a quartering
Photos 9-11. Proper stance is important in watching the ball, and therefore maintaining good and legal position. In photo 8 the player’s stance is almost completely open to the front wall, which is all right but is not the best position to cover a shot coming down the left wall. Photo 9 is the best one, with the trailing foot a foot or so behind the lead one. Note the width of the stance, and the bent knees, ready to move. The sideways stance, photo 10, is acceptable, though perhaps rotated too much; it’s a complete spin-around to get a shot hit cross court to the forehand. The stance in photo 11 is bad; the player is so turned around he’ll have trouble covering any shot hit with decent velocity.

one, with the trailing foot a foot or so behind the leading one, your body pivoting at the waist. If you turn completely sideways, at a 90 degree angle to the front wall, you’re in good position to take shots to that side, but you are rotated a little too far to move easily to any crosscourt shots.

Watching the ball also allows you to “read” your opponent’s shots. If you watch the ball, you also are watching your opponent, and pretty soon you can begin to anticipate the shots he prefers to try from various parts of the court. That makes it much easier to cover the hitting zones that he is likely to use. If he always hits right up the lane when he’s near the wall, then you can, from your proper position near the middle of the court, “feel” in that direction and cover the shot.

At the same time you are staying away from avoidable hinder trouble you are opening up the game, and both of you are having a good time. The biggest kick in racquetball is beating your opponent with good shots, not by standing in his way. •

To learn about hinders from a referee’s point of view see Dan Bertolucci’s What’s the Call? Ask an Expert in this instructional section.
APRO Teaches . . . Lessons for Two Beginners

Third Lesson
1. Warm up before entering court (5 minutes)
2. Review briefly the technique of taking shots off the back wall (take a few angle shots for a refresher) (5 minutes)
3. Explanation and practice of the lob and drive serves (8 minutes)
4. Short discussion of doubles and cutthroat and positioning for doubles and cutthroat (6 minutes)
5. Drills
   a. Lobbing on the serve and for back-wall shots (8 minutes)
   b. Serve the drive (7 minutes)
   c. Point and serve, with return (8 minutes)
6. Play (10 minutes)
7. Wrap-up (3 minutes)

Warm-up
Warm up before entering court if possible. Jog in place, do stretches and the racquet-down-the-back stretch with left hand tugging the racquet away from the right hand. Add 10 sit ups.

Review
Alternate with your partner at hitting or throwing the ball to the rear wall at various angles, then hitting the ball to the front wall. After each of you has successfully accomplished this, try hitting the same shot to the left corner and then the right corner of the front court, waist high or lower. If you prove proficient at this, add a little power with your cocked wrist.

The lob serve and the drive serve
The lob serve is deceptively simple. The player just stands in the service zone and hits a relatively easy shot. Characteristically this shot hits high off the front wall, then bounces back a few feet past the short line near the left wall, right to the opponent's backhand. The opponent generally will have to move towards the wall to make a return and often he or she will try to clobber the slow moving ball and bobble it in the attempt.
Good eye and racquet coordination is shown in this excellent stroke. The ball is hit well out in front of the body.
This is what the good student's swing should resemble.

To serve this ball to the left start serving a little to the right of center. To make it go right, stand a little left of center.
Most pros use the lob as a second serve after missing with an ace — an unreturnable serve — on the first serve.
A good lob should not go too deep into the court because it could easily bounce, hit the back wall, and come up for an easy kill shot by your opponent.
At this stage of your development, you should use the lob as a good sure way of getting the ball across the short line to your opponent. The more of a power hitter your opponent is, the more frustrating to him or her will a nice puny lob be.
As you advance, you will learn to use the lob as a nice change of pace after you notice a certain tenseness or tightness in your opponent, who was expecting you to powder the ball.
The drive serve is a low forehand, hit solidly on a line to the wall. The body's weight should shift from the rear foot to the front foot as you swing about knee high. Generally, it is aimed about three or four feet from the corner on the left front side, and it comes back to your opponent's forehand a foot or two past the short line, ideally going dead as it hits the point at which the floor joins the wall, for an ace.

The feet are, of course, an important part of the racquetball stroke. Here the student's feet have become criss crossed and her chances of stroking the ball properly are diminished because the body resembles a pretzel rather than the coiling and uncoiling spring it should be for racquetball.
Lob serve is made, high on wall, usually aimed to opponent's backhand, deep in court.

Doubles and cutthroat

Mixed doubles and "cutthroat" are growing in popularity. For one thing three or four players on a court cuts down the cost of play. More importantly doubles play is fun.

The basic thing to practice and remember in doubles is that each player should play one half of the court as if that half were his or her own entire court. Shots at or near the center should generally be taken by the player with the closest forehand. In case of potential collision players should resort to one or the other using "the only two words that should be spoken on the court," according to USRA President Bob Kendler, which have been widely accepted since he introduced them into handball: "mine" and "yours." The first player to say either word designates the taker of the shot.

In summary doubles play at your stage of development gives you a court that's only 10 feet wide but 40 feet long. Wear safety glasses because you can be easily hit by a racquet.

In "cutthroat," where three continuous scores are kept — the server against the other two players — the trick is to use your numerical advantage to keep the single opponent off balance and racing from side to side and front to back.

Cutthroat is also excellent exercise for a good player opposing two beginners, especially one who likes to run a lot.

Drills

Lobbing for back-wall shots

This is a practice regimen in which novice partners can be of great help to each other. The idea is for the server to practice lobbing the ball to the receiver in different areas of the deep court. Hitting these lobs a little higher and a little deeper will cause them to hit the floor in deep court and bounce to the back wall. The receiver must then return the shot off the back wall.

These lobs can be angled into the deep corners, giving the receiver practice at playing those angles. Alternating gives both players this kind of crucial practice. Think of the lob serve as an extremely basic tool, especially if your accuracy is slow in developing. The lob is a good safe shot that the pros almost always use as a second serve and as a change-of-pace tactic against a tense player.

If three or four of you have remained on the court after doubles or cutthroat, practice lobbing to alternate sides. All players can in this way get some practice, either serving or returning. Let these serves and returns blossom into volleys. Keep them going if you can.

Player prepares to turn around for a quick glance at opponent's handling of his serve. This should be an over-the-left-shoulder look.

Instead of waiting for the ball to come just a bit more forward, towards her front foot, she has rushed her swing, bobbling the ball and causing her instructor to scratch his beard in dismay.
In the point and serve drill, the server predicts where his serve will go, giving his partner time to get set properly.

Perfect server and receiver positions. Note receiver is bent slightly forward, alertly ready to go wherever the ball is. Server will, ideally, turn around in the instant after serve, to see his opponent's shot and thus gain a jump on his next shot.

The drive serve
After two, three or all four players have achieved a degree of accuracy at the lob serve and return, you are ready for the drive.

The drive is more difficult than the lob because it is a faster, more powerful shot requiring somewhat more accuracy in its execution. You must keep your body weight well back until you swing and meet the ball with the racquet straight up and down, aimed at the front wall. Your body should be parallel to the side wall, with the front foot pointing to your target on the front wall.

After you hit the drive serve, you must take a swift peek at your opponent and step back a couple of feet from the short line to take up a center court position, which will be discussed in the Fifth Lesson. For now you should understand that when you serve hard and fast you're likely to get a return shot that's equally hard and fast. Be ready for it, because you will have somewhat less time to set up your defense when play begins with a drive rather than with a lob.

Point and serve, with return
At this stage of your racquetball progress you should be able to predict where on the front wall and, by extension, where on the court your serves will go.

This is where you get a chance to do the Babe Ruth number — point to a spot on the court and hit to it. Do series of three serves to one spot in the receiver's court. Let your receiver (or receivers if you're now practicing with two or three other players) return your predicted serves as well as he or she can. Keep the volleys going.

Ultimately, of course, you will try to mask your serves' intentions, incorporating a degree of deception and surprise in your game. (Brumfield says that Hogan could make five more points a game if he would make his 140 miles per hour serve more deceptive!) But long before you are ready to deceive your opponent, you must develop enough control to put the ball where you want it to go. This, as in all other ball sports, is called "control."

Play
Whether you are working out with one, two or three players in this lesson, you should use this 10 minute free-play period to work on your weaknesses and, if it's a friendly, constructive group, on everyone else's. If someone needs more drive-serve practice, let him or her have the time. As receiver work on positioning yourself for the shot and getting sideways so that you can get the power inherent in your body behind the ball. This gradual growth of confidence begins in racquetball after you've made a few good zinging shots. The swing feels good and the racquet meets the ball off that front foot or a little behind it, if by experiment you find that's where the crescent of your swing imparts the most power.

The point is to practice creatively with goals, rather than just hitting the ball around at random.

Wrap-up
More of the same. Take a one minute break and see if you can find agreement with your partner or partners on what each of you has been doing both right and wrong. Errors that baffle you are sometimes easily visible to others. Two common correctible faults at this stage: not bending from the trunk enough to meet the ball and "scooping" at the ball underhanded like a softball pitcher, instead of getting sideways.

If you have questions about the American Professional Racquetball Organization, contact APRO President Chuck Sheftel at 312-945-4678.
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What's the Call?

Ask an Expert . . .

by Dan Bertolucci

Avoidable Hinders

In this month's "What's Your Call?" we're going to clarify situations in which a referee calls an avoidable hinder. Rule 411 in the USRA rulebook states that "an avoidable hinder results in an 'out' or a point depending upon whether the offender was serving or receiving." Causes of avoidable hinders are: "failure to move," "blocking," "moving into (the) ball" and "pushing."

Examples:

1. Player X is pinned against the wall. He moves into the open court and in doing so creates a hinder. This is avoidable because had he not moved no hinder would have occurred.

2. Player X goes for a kill from center court, but leaves the ball up. The ball rebounds back to center court and Player X does not move in time for Player Y to take her shot. This is a "failure to move" avoidable hinder.

3. Player X is anticipating a kill and is moving forward when Player Y drives the ball down the line. Player Y must reverse his movement and uses Player Y's back to push off, creating an avoidable hinder.

As everyone realizes, a player is entitled to a fair chance to see and return the ball. It is the responsibility of the player or team that has just served or returned the ball to move so that the receiving player or team may go straight to the ball and not be required to scramble around an opponent.

When a referee feels that a player has been denied access to the ball by his or her opponent, the referee calls an avoidable hinder. That doesn't mean an intentional hinder — an avoidable hinder call puts no stamp of guilt on a player. (Though it is true that an intentional hinder would be called "avoidable.")

A referee does not call a hinder (avoidable or otherwise) if the referee feels that the ball could not have been retrieved under any circumstances.

The men's match photo typifies a "no hinder" situation because Charlie Brumfield killed the ball and Marty Hogan would not have been able to return it even if Brumfield were not in his way.

See Steve Strandemo's "For a Better Game - Get out of the way" in this month's instructional section.

Send your questions about rules to Dan Bertolucci, Associate Coordinator, USRA, 4101 Dempster, Skokie, IL 60076. Bertolucci, who referees regularly at pro stop matches, will answer those questions of most general interest in his "What's the Call?" column.
The New DIADORA RADIAL & SUPER RADIAL.
A Fast-Moving Shoe That’s Perfect For High Speeds & Sudden Stops.

Think of the way a radial tire holds the road. That’s precisely the way the new DIADORA RADIAL & SUPER RADIAL cover the court. With authority. These superb racquetball shoes have been meticulously crafted from the finest materials available. Like St. Moritz gum rubber radial soles for incredible traction and maneuverability. And high quality leathers, with double-stitching reinforcement at heavy-wear areas. Discover DIADORA, and their growing reputation of excellence. The new DIADORA RADIAL & SUPER RADIAL. See how fast they’ll move in your store.
Do What I Say — Don’t Do What I Do

by Chuck Leve

That’s the philosophy of many top professional racquetball players who — with only a few exceptions — tell their friends and students to wear eye guards, but don’t wear them themselves.

Steve Keeley served his well known backhand garbage serve along the left wall but his inexperienced opponent rushed the serve and ripped a backhand cross court pass. The ball never reached the front wall. Instead it collided with Keeley’s left eye, instantaneously blinding him in that eye.

Recovery time: one week. Damage: None permanent. Personal opinion: extremely lucky.

Craig McCoy, age 14 and a promising racquetball player, had just served the first serve of the game. It was short. As Craig turned around to retrieve the ball he never knew what hit him. It was that ball, rebounding off the back wall because his opponent had taken a late hit. A week later it hemorrhaged. Four weeks later he was still in the hospital. Four months later he was still wearing patches over both eyes.

Recovery time: one year. Damage: Slight. Personal opinion: extremely lucky. Six years later McCoy, ranked number four in the world, does not wear eyeguards.

Ken Wong, ranked 10th in the world and on the way up in 1975, looked over his shoulder as his friend and practice opponent, Steve Serot, began his serve return. Serot opted for a forehand overhead cross court kill. Wong’s left eye intercepted the ball. He has never played a major tournament since.

These are some of the experiences of racquetball professionals, the people who some claim are either too quick, or have too much control of their shots to ever get hit or hit somebody in the eye during a game of racquetball.

In researching our series on eyeguards in racquetball we have found a disturbing and underlying current among today’s top players — most of them don’t wear eyeguards.

Despite the horror stories, despite personal near tragedy these pros continue to go to bed with Lady Luck without contraception.

"I know I’m taking a big risk,” said McCoy, “and maybe I’ll start wearing them again. The eyeguards I wore were distracting. I should wear them, though. Everybody should wear them."

As more and more professionals utter those famous last words, one wonders who will be tapped for the first major career-ending eye injury. Wong, who perhaps already qualifies for the award, suffered his injury prior to the era of decent prize money. The stakes are far higher today.

Marty Hogan, the man who stands to lose the most if a serious eye injury comes his way, refuses to wear eyeguards with consistency, although from time to time he’ll have them on in tournaments.

"I wear them all the time in practice,” he says. “I figure my chances of being hit are greater than most since I spend so much time on the court."

"Sometimes I wear them in tournaments and I may start wearing them again. It can happen at any time — tournaments or practice.”

Steve Mondry, former northeastern amateur player, picked up stakes and moved to San Diego to make a career of racquetball. He befriended top pro, Steve Strandemo, and they developed a workout routine. One day the routine was interrupted when Mondry’s left eye stopped a Strandemo shot.

John Lynch, ranked 12th in the nation and on his game, had just finished practicing. The time was 24 hours prior to his first match in the 1976 National Championships. On his way to the shower John was talked into 11 more points, just for the fun of it. At 10-7 his opponent tried to fly the serve. The shot hit John's eye. He ended up in the hospital.

Recovery time: one week. Damage: none permanent. Personal opinion: extremely lucky. Outcome of his match: injury forfeit. John Lynch has never since reached a ranking of 12th. "When I went to the hospital I was so scared I was literally shaking and crying," says Mondry. "The doctors said I'd be all right, but that I was lucky. I've worn eyeguards ever since."

And no wonder. Strandemo, one of racquetball's greatest control players ever, is still bound to mis-hit a shot now and then, as are all players, pro or amateur.

"I've been hit three or four times while wearing the eyeguards," says Mondry, "and I've had no injury of any kind. It's scary to think that one freak accident and I'll never play again."

Back to Hogan, whose picture has adorned a model of eyeguards in the past: "A lot of top pros don't wear them because they think the eyeguards are ugly. Many who wear them in practice don't in tournaments for that very reason."

"Vanity is a problem with some players," says Strandemo. "I used to think that way but I don't any more. When it comes down to looks or health, looks is a distant second."

Yet the history of eyeguards is more than a vanity problem. In racquetball's early days the only available eyeguards were those being used in handball, and although adequate for that game, they just didn't do the job for racquetball.

But as time moved on and the incidence of racquetball eye and facial injuries continued (more and more beginners taking up the game without adequate safety instruction), manufacturers began to produce better models of eyeguards.

Keeley, recognized as the first pro to consistently wear eyeguards, gave them up "after a fair try of about two weeks." When he was hit a few months later it was a different story. "I realized that I had to wear some protection every time out," he says. "At first I tried lensless glasses. Now I wear a standard eyeguard."

Are eyeguards distracting? Judge for yourself.
“Not at all,” says Hogan. “The only adjustment is psychological,” says Keeley. “There is no visual hindrance at all,” says Mondry.

And now that the market is inundated with outstanding eyeguard products, what could be the hangup?

For one many players still believe that eyeguards will slow their anticipation by blocking their vision. This argument continues that if Player A wears eyeguards and Player B doesn’t Player B will have an advantage of an unknown number of points per game and will therefore win.

Some people say Strandemo disproved that theory when he won the JACK IN THE BOX Classic earlier this season.

“Vanity is the number one reason why pros don’t wear eyeguards,” says Keeley. “I guess these guys won’t learn until their eyeball is rolling along the short line.”

All pros, when they teach, encourage eyeguards. It’s like the parent who tells his kids never to smoke as he lights up another one.

“I recommend that anyone who plays racquetball should wear eyeguards,” says Hogan. “It’s the first thing you should do before stepping onto the court.”

But when he’s not playing well, Hogan goes first to his eyeguards, ripping them off and whipping them out the court door.

“Eyeguards are like seatbelts,” says Mondry. “Most players figure it won’t happen to them.”

Rather than end there, two final questions must be asked of the professional players. “If eyeguards were made mandatory, would not the vanity, psychology and opponent’s advantage arguments be destroyed?

Would you, the professional, be willing to take the lead by example, and wear eyeguards on a mandatory basis, not only for your own good, but also for the good of the game?”

Next month:
The answers to those questions.

Products that Protect Your Eyes

Seven of the major eyeguard manufacturers answered National Racquetball’s request for photos and information about their products. Here’s a rundown on these eye protectors, available at pro shops and sporting goods stores or through eye doctors and optometrists.

Champion makes two eyeguards. The premier model gives added nose protection. No lenses in either style.

Pro-tec’s eyeguards are made without lenses in two styles – one for players who wear eyeglasses.

The Rainbo Prescription All-Sport Eyeguard comes with impact-resistant plastic lenses ground for the individual player.

Eyeguards by Solari, without lenses, come in six models.

Stackguard eye protectors, without lenses, come in styles for players who wear eyeglasses and for those who don’t.

Criss’ Short-Sport is a frame in which a player can have his or her prescription lens inserted.
Sport-Specs, with clear plastic lenses, are available in the model shown here, and in a wraparound style that Kareem Abdul Jabbar wears when he plays basketball.

Mort Leve, former executive secretary of the United States Handball Association and founder of the National Court Club Association, has announced the formation of the World Court Club Association to promote court clubs and work with products manufacturers. Governing board members of WCAC, headquartered in Phoenix, AZ, include Rick Coyne, Follett Recreation Division, Chicago, general manager; Dr. Joseph Bannon, head of the Department of Leisure Studies, University of Illinois, and president of Management Learning Laboratories, San Diego Architect Joseph Pisciotta, and John Kaye, president of Stratford Industries, San Jose, CA, court door manufacturer. A recent story in Sportstyle, the Fairchild business newspaper, reports that small tennis retailers are looking to racquetball clothes to ease the slack in the sagging tennis clothing market. Carlson Companies, Inc., with headquarters in Minneapolis, has acquired Omega Sports, St. Louis based producer of racquetball racquets. Vitter Sports, Ashland, OH, racquetball equipment manufacturer, has added three top Illinois players to its pro advisory staff — Sue Carow, Nancy Kronenfeld and Denny McDowell. The Court House, owners and operators of seven court clubs in the Chicago area, is now assisting clubs in other parts of the country through licensing agreements. Existing licensees include owners who want to improve their operations as well as court club developers. Sports Illustrated Court Club, Inc., has named Barbara Diederich director of corporate training. The chain, which has its headquarters in Southfield, MI, also appointed John Holohan corporate fitness director. Off the Wall: Championship Racquetball for the Ardent Amateur by Charlie Brumfield was a recent Playboy Book Club selection. Racquetball International Corporation, developers of the Sportrooms Racquetball clubs and fitness centers, is embarked on a $7.5 million capital expansion program, according to RIC President Ed Torkelson. Racquetball club owners and managers can pick up ideas about programs and services by joining the National Intramural- Recreational Sports Association, which is holding its 30th annual conference April 7-11 in Atlanta. Executive Secretary Will M. Holsberry at 503-754-3736 has details.

WHY DEVOE'S LIGHTING SYSTEMS ARE the BEST??

- Cheapest Initial Cost
- Lowest Operating Cost
- Best Playability

No. 1 Manufacturer in the Racquet Sports
☐ Lighting Systems
☐ Low Voltage Control Systems
  • Flourescent
  • Mercury
  • Metal Halide

Save Energy With Devoe
Making Your Facility Available to Handicapped

by Joseph M. Pisciotta

Joseph Pisciotta, A.I.A., head of a San Diego architectural firm specializing in racquetball centers since 1973, has developed his expertise designing more than 47 facilities around the country.

Access to racquetball facilities by the physically handicapped is a problem we must all face up to as architects, owners and operators of facilities. Most states now have requirements that must be satisfied. In most instances requirements for access by the physically handicapped must be provided in all new facilities; however, some states have the power to enforce these requirements in existing facilities.

We should be considering two aspects of these requirements — the law, and consideration for the person who has physical limitations that make it difficult or impossible to gain access to a large number of public and private buildings.

The attitude of most enforcing agencies is that they recognize the fact that a person on crutches or confined to a wheelchair cannot play racquetball. However this person may wish to be a spectator, or avail himself of other club uses such as exercise rooms, whirlpool baths, steam rooms, saunas, food and drink service, etc. With this in mind then, the handicapped person must be able to get from his car to the inside of the building without assistance from another person. This means that there cannot be any steps or stairs in his path. All access must be by means of a ramp with a slope of one foot in ten feet, or by means of an elevator, if the amenities are located on an upper floor.

If you have or are planning a facility with the principle entrance on the second floor, let us discuss the ramp approach. A ramp meeting the slope requirements, and intermediate landing requirements would be 150 feet long to serve a floor level 10 feet high. I think it is readily apparent that because of space requirements, the ramp approach is not too practical in most instances.

The second approach would be by means of an elevator. To install an hydraulic elevator — constructing the elevator shaft, equipment room, etc. — we are looking at an expenditure of approximately $35,000.
The simplest solution, if you can afford the luxury, is to locate all facilities and amenities on the ground floor. This, of course, would apply to new construction. In existing facilities often the local governing agencies will be satisfied if the following conditions are met:

1. Wheelchair access to the lower level principle entrance.
2. Viewing areas on the ground floor level.
3. Toilet facilities, complying with handicapped requirements, on the ground floor level.
4. Handicapped parking space near the front entrance.

Now what about the prospect that governing agencies might change their attitude about wheelchair bound people playing racquetball? We have recently received word from the California Department of Rehabilitation that some thought is being given to requiring racquetball facilities to provide a court or courts that may be used by persons confined to wheelchair.

Let's assume for a moment that this requirement does come to pass. What are our problems? First, as has been previously stated, we must provide access into the building. Once inside our locker rooms must be laid out to facilitate maneuvering in a wheelchair. Showers must be provided to accommodate a wheelchair; no water dams (curbs) entering the shower; controls and shower heads must be lowered; lavatories and dressing tables must be at the proper height; toilets and urinals must be accessible, grab bars must be provided at toilets and whirlpool baths; telephones and hair dryers must be at the proper height; floors leading to all rooms including saunas, steam rooms, courts, etc., must be elevated above corridor floors.

I think it is obvious that a retrofit approach in existing facilities is next to impossible. However the fact remains we might be faced with this problem in new construction. I strongly suggest you check this out with your local governing agencies before you advance too far with plans for future construction.

I would be very interested to hear from any readers who have experienced having to comply with requirements for the handicapped in particular communities.

---

New Court Club Listings

- **Atlanta Sporting House**
  1515 Sheridan
  Atlanta, GA 30329

- **Chatham Squash and Racquetball Club**
  484 Southern Blvd.
  Chatham, NJ 07928

- **The Corner Court House**
  1301 W. Copans Rd.
  Pompano Beach, FL 33064

- **The Court House**
  707 N. 14th St.
  Lamesa, TX 79331

- **Irondequoit Racquet Club**
  557 Ridge Road East
  Rochester, NY 14621

- **Lakewood Sports Center**
  666 Lakewood Rd.
  Waterbury, CT 06704

- **Monterey Racquetball Club**
  2560 Garden Rd.
  Monterey, CA 93940

- **Pleasure Park Racquetball Club**
  2303 Highway 70 East
  Hot Springs, AR 71901

- **Racquetball and Health Club**
  5190 W. Pea Ridge Rd.
  Huntington, WV 25705

- **Racquetball Club of Salisbury**
  201 Milford Ave.
  Salisbury, MD 21801

- **Racquetime of Dedham**
  Route 1 — Providence Hwy.
  Dedham, MA 02026

- **Riverside Racquetball Club**
  62 Valine Ct.
  Sacramento, CA 95831

- **Seymour Athletic Club**
  2023 E. Tipton St.
  Seymour, IN 47274

---

The American Institute of Architects and the Rehabilitation Services Administration of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare have produced a Syllabus for a Barrier-Free Environment that outlines ways in which builders can help handicapped persons lead normal lives. This is one of the Syllabus drawings describing a typical problem facing the wheelchair bound person.
INTRODUCING
TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY
RACQUETS FOR THE PLAYER
WHO CAN'T WAIT.

It took Leach to unleash the powers of darkness.
Graphite. The extraordinary successor to wood, fiberglass and aluminum.
Using the ultimate material, Leach has crafted the ultimate racquets, unlike any others on the pro shop shelf today.

Five plies of maple and ash sandwiched between layers of graphite. And looks that could kill.
We've fashioned a tapered handle for less slippage and designed a recessed string pattern for longer wear.
The lightest racquet in the world carries a suggested retail of only $75.00.

The Graphite 100:
Racquetball's first 100% graphite racquet.
Strictly for the purist, this is the most expensive racquetball racquet in the world, at a suggested retail price of $150.00.
Using the lightest, strongest, stiffest material available, Leach has produced a racquet virtually indestructible on the court.
And since the Graphite 100 uses pure graphite fiber, vibration has been reduced to the point that all power generated by the player is transferred to the ball—not back down the grip.

The Graphite Competitor:
The age-old properties of wood balanced with graphite.
This could well be the most unique racquet in the sport, combining the natural lightness and flex of wood, with the strength and power of graphite.

The Graphite Performer:
Graphite for under '35.00.

Leach introduced the Graphite Performer over a year ago, and it remains one of our best selling, best playing racquets ever.
Its glass-filled/graphite combination gives the player flex, control and power—all in one racquet.
Its unique narrow-throat, one-piece construction turns the entire string area into one big sweet spot.
And it feels as great as it looks.
All three graphite beauties come with the Leach 2-year unconditional warranty and a pro-designed heritage you won't find anywhere else.
So if you've been waiting for the twenty-first century to roll around...stop waiting.
It's here right now, and it's from Leach. The company that's been years ahead from the beginning.
Racquetball... Handball... Squash... Paddleball

Hundreds of court installations, without a failure, mean proven performance. Here's why!

The material is premium grade 62-P hi-density, hi-pressure laminated court panel system.

Superior quality and long life.

Complete court package designed and engineered to fit your needs and budget.

Dimensionally stable, structurally sound, non-sweating surface.

Resists chipping, cracking, scratching and marring from racquet contact.

Playability is true and consistent, with uniform ball action and sound.

Minimal maintenance, never needs paint, cleans with soap and water.

Exacting specifications and full inspection procedures prior to shipment.

Faster installations, no downtime revenue loss.

Highly trained experts make all installations, backed by double guarantee from World Courts, the court systems specialists.

Call or write for complete details:

World Courts, Inc.
554 Main Street
S. Weymouth, MA 02190
Phone: (617) 337-0082
Dept. NR
Women In Racquetball

Carol Brussian

Tendons Yellow, Muscles Blue

Athlete-Coach-College
Professor-Practicing Physician
Gabe Mirkin has written a book that every club manager should put at the front desk, right next to the reservation sheet.

_The Sportsmedicine Book_, published by Little, Brown and Company, has answers to questions a racquetball player would ask about — in the words of the cover blurb — "exercise, training, nutrition, drugs, injuries . . . and sex."

All that adds up to a good read — a book you can't put down. Mirkin and his co-author, Journalist Marshall Hoffman, wrote a lively medical manual.

To explain depletion, for example, they quote Muhammad Ali. "When the bell rang for the 15th round in the thrilla in Manila against the gorilla, my arms were so tired that I could barely raise them above my trunks."

But it's as a reference book that Mirkin's volume has front desk value. Page 94's "What To Do First" after an injury describes RICE, a 30 minute to 24 hour program to start seconds after you're hurt.

RICE, which Mirkin says "you can follow even if you will be seeking a physician's advice," stands for Rest ("Stop using the injured part the minute it is hurt"), Ice (decreases bleeding), Compression (limits swelling) and Elevation (keeping injury above heart level so gravity helps drain excess fluid).

Practicing RICE needn't be boring if you pass the time the way some San Francisco orthopedic surgeons do. The doctors, their wives and their friends have been using _Sportsmedicine_ as a coloring book — filling in outlines of bones, tendons and muscles with crayons and pens.
Easy Does It in a League
While Your Game Improves
by Jean Sauser

If you are a player who believes in improvement through competition, but considers weekend tournament play too grueling and time consuming, try joining a women's racquetball league. Racquetball leagues are growing in numbers as well as popularity because they combine individual competition with team spirit.

Women's racquetball leagues provide a comfortable initiation into competitive racquetball. Georgia Maisel, from the Court House in Northbrook, IL, describes the difference between league and tournament competition:

"I knew I wanted to compete in racquetball, so I entered a single elimination racquetball tournament. For my $20 entry fee I received a T-shirt and my most humiliating on court experience ever. Not only did I lose in the first round of play but the mismatch could not have been more classic. I scored a total of five points in two games against a player half my age and double my ability. The tournament went on three days and I was out in 20 minutes.

"I was on the verge of giving up the idea of racquetball competition when a friend suggested that an easier way to get into the competitive end of racquetball was the team format - that trophies were awarded just like tournaments but that you weren't eliminated from the competition due to the round robin play format.

"So I tried joining a league. What a difference in atmosphere! The competition is fun because win or lose I know there will be another week to come back and play again. Also I stay around after my matches win or lose to meet new players and potential partners. What's more, league play is economical. All I pay for is my part of the court."

Georgia Maisel suffered some deflating experiences in tournaments, but a traveling league put her back in racquetball competition.

New Partners from In-Club Leagues

Most in-club racquetball leagues for women are conducted at different times during the week to accommodate all kinds of player schedules. These leagues are run for players whose skills range from novice through advanced.

The in-club leagues act as mixers — a way for women at a club to find new partners to play with. And since facing different players improves their games, most women prefer these leagues to session after session of racquetball lessons.

In the Portland, OR, area in-club leagues have helped hundreds of women develop into good racquetball players. Jennifer Harding, manager-owner of Milwaukie Racquetball Club, describes how she set up the in-club leagues.

"When we opened our racquetball club, I felt that we needed a program for novice players. To provide people with organized racquetball activities we started racquetball mixers. Ten players would come and play games to 21 points with different opponents. This took one hour. On the half hour or after one game (whichever came first), they would switch partners. The program ran over a nine week period and became very popular among the club members.

"After a few months some players improved more than others. With new players always coming in and others emerging from lessons our mixer evolved into divisions of play. We ran two divisions, A-B and C-Novice.

"Today our mixers are formally organized in-club racquetball leagues with A, B, C and novice for women as well as men. We've scheduled different days and times to accommodate as many players as possible. Records of match results
are kept and at the end of a nine week period, the player with the most points in each division wins a prize. “Our in-club leagues keep our courts filled. At the same time they keep our players improving, enthusiastic and in shape.”

The in-club racquetball league is a logical progression from playing on an infrequent basis to playing on a regular basis with the added plus of competition and prizes thrown in. Most in-club leagues run all year round. They provide an excellent opportunity to play racquetball a little more seriously than once in awhile and allow you to improve your game at a pace that is comfortable for you.

**The Upbeat Traveling League**

The most formal and inspiring of all racquetball leagues is the traveling racquetball league.

Barb Harris, program director of Milwaukie Racquetball Club, describes how her club provides women with racquetball team experiences.

“When our club decided to try organizing a traveling racquetball team for women, we began by hosting a few exchanges between our club and a few other nearby clubs. We waived guest fees for each other and took turns paying for each other’s courts. This worked out to one-half a court cost per player and the women who participated in this program were crazy about it.

“The word got out into the racquetball community about how much fun the exchanges were, and now the directors of all the clubs and racquetball facilities in our area are meeting to organize a more formal metropolitan league for women’s racquetball teams.”

In other areas with more experienced players traveling leagues consist of racquetball teams representing divisions of play from novice through advanced (or C to A players).

Traveling leagues make for positive thinking. If you lose your racquetball match, you are not out of the competition — your team still has a chance to win. For you, personally, there will be another week with another opponent.

“When I win I feel super,” says Carol Wohlner of SkyHarbor Court Club in Northbrook, IL.

“When I lose, I jet upstairs to cheer for the rest of my team hoping that enough of us can win so we can still win the meet. If our team loses, we all share the defeat and somehow it isn’t so bad.

Celebrating a team victory or bearing the burden of a team loss develops spirit among the members of a traveling racquetball team. Players tend to practice harder and usually attend team practices religiously.

Traveling team practices involve round robin competition among the team members themselves. Most clubs provide a coach to help players improve their games. But if no coach is provided, the players coach themselves.

The team imposes an understood discipline — a feeling that if you don’t play frequently between matches you’re letting the team down.

At team practices, as well as at team meets, players help and encourage each other toward more sophisticated racquetball strategies.

“Hit Z serves to her backhand!”

“Watch it, your serves are coming off the back wall.”

“She has the wrong forehand grip, hit the ball to her forehand and you’ll win!”

These are just a few of the game hints that are given to players between games during practice or at meets. Win or lose most of the players consider coaching tips as valuable as racquetball lessons.

“A month ago I lost pretty badly to a player I thought I would easily beat,” says Melba Davidson of Gladstone, OR.

“One of my teammates pointed out to me that my opponent defeated me by playing ceiling balls to my backhand. I would error and she would put away the point.

“So I began to practice backhand ceiling balls. My game has improved considerably since then.
and I am confident that I'll never lose a game again on backhand ceiling balls.”

Racquetball traveling teams often can obtain outside sponsorship for items such as balls, T-shirts and racquetball bags, keeping player cost down to court fees. Wilson, for instance, provides balls, T-shirts and racquetball bags to players competing in the Chicagoland Racquetball and Handball Association leagues. The racquetball clubs in this league pay a $75 per team entry fee that covers the cost of awards presented to players on the winning teams at the end of the season. And the clubs waive guest fees for team play, so players only have to pay for practice court time.

Julie Buckun has been an A team player in the Chicagoland Racquetball and Handball Association leagues for the past three years. She says the price of the leagues is the best investment a player can make in her racquetball game.

“For what works out to little more than one-half a court cost every time I play, I have a really nice shirt, beautiful racquetball bag and free balls to use at racquetball meets. Then you can add coaching and all the fun I've had meeting new players around Chicago. I consider it a bargain.”

Fitness is a bonus for playing on either a traveling or in-club racquetball league. The regular weekly commitment finds players building up their racquetball endurance on the court while shedding a few unwanted pounds.

“When I was playing for fun, I would skip games a week or two at a time,” says Tessa Parker of Milwaukee. “As I started gaining weight and getting out of shape, I would go back to playing and feeling like I was starting all over again. In this condition I was always short of breath and 10 points short of my best game.

“Now I've joined several leagues. I'm fit, playing 10 points better than I would have ever believed and I'm having a great time!”

Leagues for Working Women

Most women's in-club and traveling racquetball leagues meet during the day. But there are special night leagues for women who work by day and want to play racquetball at night. Many working women form racquetball leagues through their companies.

Nancy Martin of Courtsports in San Diego, CA, describes the evening leagues she has helped to create and promote.

“Courtsports has an A/B team and a C/advanced novice team. We participate in an inner city league.

Every Wednesday night we play another team from another club. One week is a home game, one week is an away game. There are five women per team. The league is sponsored by the WRL (Women's Racquetball League), which coordinates the scheduling and the scorekeeping. There are usually trophies for the winning team.

“The WRL ran its first women's tournament in the beginning of October. This was a significant event because it was really the first women's tournament successfully held in San Diego.

“Courtsports is also trying to arrange a stewardess's league as we are located near an airport. I am working with the Industrial Recreational Council (an organization composed of major San Diego companies) and am setting up intercompany leagues. If the response is great enough, we can have women's and men's leagues.”

Any number of women who play together can form a racquetball league or become part of a racquetball league. If you are taking racquetball lessons, ask your instructor what your facility offers in the way of league competition.

Or you can contact your state association, to learn about league events in your area and put you in touch with the players in charge of league activities.

If you're new in town or new at a club, let a league put you in the mainstream of racquetball play. Or if you find yourself becoming bored with the same players, join a league and find that slightly better player you'll want to work to beat. When you begin to become competitive about your racquetball game, try a league before you try a tournament. A league is the best way you can improve your game in an atmosphere of fun.
Making What Shows Most Look Good

Some women wish they could play racquetball in an ankle length toga. Then they wouldn't have to worry how their legs look.

But comfortable shorts are another matter. Even with knee socks thighs are there for the world to see. Unfortunately, as we get older, the thighs sag first.

But the tide can be stemmed. And though running and bending on the court are a big help, many women need to supplement that action with exercises designed specifically to firm and trim these vulnerable parts of the body.

Here are three routines that are practically guaranteed to provide better looking legs, the objects most in evidence as a woman chases around a racquetball court.

Firming legs

Lean back on your elbows with the end of your spine pressed into the floor. Keep your knees straight as you lift your legs up with your toes pointed. First lower your right leg three inches from the floor, then your left leg. Work up to 20 fast scissors kicks.

Getting Rid of Saddle Bags (Bulges on the Outer Thighs)

Lie on the floor on your back with your arms resting at your sides. Raise your left leg, with stiff knee, and make large circles, forward, upward and out as far to the side as possible. Repeat the exercise with your right leg. Start with five circles each leg and gradually increase the number of circles you do each time.

Slimming Inner and Outer Thighs

Start out again on the floor on your back with your arms at your sides. Cross your legs, right leg over the left, and bend your knees up to your abdomen. Straighten your legs and lower them to the floor with your feet widely separated. Hold your legs an inch or two above the floor. Repeat the exercise with your left leg crossed over the right. Alternate the legs five times, building up to 25 crossovers. Get your hips off the floor each time by pushing up slightly with your hands.
Who's Playing Racquetball

Sue Gilbert: Helping Boys Go Straight

She spends eight hours a day teaching in a correctional institution for adolescent boys in the mountains outside of Denver, drives 80 miles a day back and forth to work, and still wouldn't miss her twice a week court times. Sue Gilbert, 25, now of Denver and formerly of Deerfield, IL, finds racquetball becoming an increasingly important part of her life.

She loves her work at the Golden Gate Youth Camp, but it's a demanding job. Sue says, "The work requires my complete attention. At the end of the day racquetball is a good way of getting out frustrations. It's so invigorating and I feel refreshed afterwards."

With a few months out to heal a toe broken in a recreational basketball game at the school, Sue's ready for a return to the courts. She plays at the University of Denver courts where she takes classes with racquetball instructor Jack Rose. During her undergraduate days at the University of Iowa she had played racquetball for recreation. So when she noticed courses in racquetball listed in the University of Denver continuing education catalog, she decided to learn more about the game. From the beginning course just over a year ago she's now playing twice a week and concentrating on learning more of the advanced techniques. She says, "It's a fascinating sport. The more time I put into it, the more I learn about the game. I like to play with more experienced players when I can - working on placing the ball." She plays singles or cutthroat, especially enjoying the intricacies of the cutthroat match.

Playing better is a challenge, and she loves challenges. Teaching boys who've been in trouble with the law is not every young woman's idea of an ideal career. On is the drive to work in the mountains, particularly during those frequent Colorado blizzards and rainstorms. But it's obvious she loves her work. Sue says, "I enjoy seeing the kids learn about themselves, learn things they can use later on in life." With her background in special education she's able to teach both language arts and social studies to boys with varied abilities. She gears her teaching according to the individual ability of each student. "Why teach at a correctional institution with its many problems? Her answer: "I enjoy the kids."

Although racquetball requires intense concentration and attention Sue finds it very relaxing. "I'm never exhausted afterwards. I really feel better since I started playing racquetball. For me it's just a lot of fun."

— Raeann Berman

Sue Gilbert does the whole sports scene with the boys she teaches, but her own athletic choice is racquetball. She's playing here with Jack Rose, her instructor at the University of Denver continuing education division.
Checking into This Motel Means You’ve Got a Game

by Nick Longhurst

Like a good hotel manager Warren Wilkie knows he should stay close to the pulse of the massive Holiday Inn on Fisherman's Wharf in San Francisco. So it's just as well there are racquetball courts only a few blocks away from the hotel he supervises close to the Northern California landmark which annually attracts millions of tourists.

For Wilkie is an avid racquetball player who leaves standing instructions with the desk staff at the hotel reception that if a guest wants a racquetball game — they find him one.

Often Wilkie, who is a B class player, does the honors himself, slipping away to the luxury San Francisco Bay Club where he is a member.

"I try to play with guests who match my ability. Recently Steve Strandemo and Jerry Hilecher stayed here at the hotel and when they found out that I was a racquetball player they asked me to join them for a game. But good hotel managers are known for their tact... and I slipped gracefully out of that confrontation," he grins.

Racquetball plays a large part in the daily lifestyle of Wilkie, who — at 32 — runs the flagship hotel of the group run by Holiday Inns Corporation.

He explains "This hotel isn't like a normal Holiday Inn. For one thing being close to Fisherman's Wharf, it has a really high yearround occupancy rate.

"Like most Innkeepers I live on the premises so I can stay in touch with the front desk on a constant basis. It's good for my job, but it's hell trying to relax when the staff knows they can get me on my beeper page whenever they need me."

That's why Wilkie, who was born in Winnipeg, Canada, tries to get in a daily session of racquetball.

Smoothing the Creases

"It's more than a sport, it's positively therapeutic. It's the one time in the day when I can work out a lot of the creases."

Warren started playing the game two years ago when he was managing two Holiday Inns in Phoenix. His teacher was another hotel manager, and after a few sessions there was an interhotel grudge match going on between the Inn and the Sheraton.

"It didn't take me long to pick up the game," he says, "because nine or 10 years ago I had played a fair amount of handball when I was majoring in hotel and restaurant administration at Oklahoma State.

"After a few sessions I go to be a fairly decent player... and what is more important, I got bitten by the racquetball bug."

"Now I don't know what I would do without it. People who stay in a hotel never notice the pressure because we do our best to make them feel at home. But its a 24-hour-a-day job which can be pretty frustrating at times — then I know it's time to play a game of racquetball. Weight can also be a problem in a hotel, because the job can be as sedentary as you want to make it.

"I need the exercise, and it makes me more alert for the job."

As a hotel business expert Wilkie foresees a time when racquetball and hotels will go hand in hand.

"It's starting now, but in a few years time, hotels will be providing much more in the way of recreation for their guests.

Hotel Business Boost

"Racquetball is a natural for that. In city hotels it doesn't take up much room and in areas where the weather is seasonal, it's a better alternative than tennis. Also hotels and racquetball clubs need the same kind of services to back up their facilities — swimming pools, saunas, lounge areas and things like that. Hotels have them already and if they are underused, racquetball could be the answer to fuller utilization.

"Already in our hotel we get several requests each week for directions to the nearest racquetball courts, and a lot of amazed looks when the manager personally takes 'em down and kills every ball they leave up."

Warren checks through the pages of National Racquetball each month to stay abreast of the players and the developments in the game.

"Now I would hate to get down there in a court with Strandemo and not know who he was... That might be embarrassing," he chuckled, "and the last thing a hotel manager wants is something like that."
The Other Racquet Sports
by Dick Squires


Racquetball — The word: “Kill!”

Appeals and Demands

The English essayist William Hazlitt (1778-1830) wrote the following description of the appeal that he found in the British wall game of “fives,” the forerunner of handball. This description, written more than 150 years ago, could serve well to describe the appeals of many racquet games today, but perhaps it is an especially apt description of racquetball:

“It may be said that there are few things of more importance than striking a ball against a wall — there are things indeed which make more noise and do so little good, such as making war and peace, making speeches, and answering them ... making money and throwing it away ... (The player) has no other wish, no other thought from the moment the game begins but that of striking the ball, or placing it, or making it! It is the finest experience for the body and the best relaxation for the mind.”

The youngest of all racquet sports is presently growing at a rate that has taken practically everybody by surprise, and its growth during just the last five years has been mind-boggling to market analysts, equipment manufacturers and even the players themselves. It might be said that the game was never taken seriously until it became a nationwide epidemic. There just cannot be a single reason for the overnight racquetball boom. The sport has a great number of appeals that have contributed to making it such a success. In an attempt to identify these I’ve concocted the following list:

1. **Racquetball is easy to learn.** Even uncoordinated, unathletic and uncompetitive people can learn to play and enjoy racquetball in short order.

There is no net, and it is practically impossible to hit the ball out of the court. Tennis takes far more skill because of the margins within which you must keep the ball. What could be easier than hitting a high bouncing ball with a lightweight, easy-to-manage racquet up against a tall, blank wall at the front of a virtually enclosed space? Lengthy rallies are commonplace even with beginning players. The very nature of the sport — this ease with which it can be played from almost the first moment on the court — is in tune with the current taste for an “instant” sense of accomplishment. Racquetball is, indeed, the easiest to learn of all the racquet and paddle games, and people who want to attain the greatest results from the least amount of effort in the shortest period of time will love it. Success and personal gratification come quickly, there is no need for months or even years of expensive professional instruction.

2. **Racquetball strategy is simple.** Racquetball is not a game of subtle strategy for most people. All you have to do is maneuver your opponent out of position, moving the ball from one side of the court to the other, while you control the center. “Hit ’em where they ain’t,” so to speak. There is no array of sophisticated shot making skills that must be used. And subtle strategy is pretty much confined to contests between top professionals.

Nonprofessionals need only aspire to “kill” that high speed, high bouncing ball. Certainly players do have to contend with some bizarre bounces that the ball takes off the walls and the ceiling, and the varying speeds and unpredictable spins of the ball do take some getting used to. But to counter-balance this is the fact that the lively ball often comes to the player; it does not “die” like a squash ball does.

3. **Racquetball offers a strenuous workout in a brief period.** Someone estimated that one hour of racquetball burns off approximately 880 calories. It would take three hours of tennis at an equal level of skill to do the same. This should really not be a surprise to you. Tennis is, after all, probably 80 percent waiting — walking to retrieve your ball, waiting for it to come back from three courts over, waiting for your opponent to finally get a serve in, just walking from the net back to the baseline takes ages. (Imagine, you may be paying $20 an hour for about 10 minutes of real exercise!) The play in racquetball is hardly interrupted, almost continuous. And the game is very “physical.” You and your opponent or opponents share the same court area, and inevitably there is plenty of shoving, bumping and colliding with the opposition. The game sometimes has undertones that suggest a street fight.

4. **Racquetball’s basic strokes are not complicated.** Because the shaft on the racquetball racquet is short making accurate contact with the ball is nowhere near as difficult as it is in sports with longer implements. In other words the strung hitting surface is much nearer the hand, and as the high-bouncing ball approaches, even the rank amateur is able to make it connect.

5. **Racquetball is healthful.** A vigorous, concentrated racquetball workout is an excellent cardiovascular conditioner, tones the muscles, cleans out the lungs, improves your agility, and hones your reflexes and response time also your muscular strength, staying ability,
balance, speed and power will all be tested on a racquetball court. In addition to making exercising and warming up as painless as possible, most of the commercial clubs now have saunas and exercise rooms that can be used before and after the game.

6. **Racquetball provides psychological release.** Perhaps more than any other paddle or racquet sport, racquetball offers an outlet for those aggressive emotions we all feel from time to time. The sales order you knew you had but somehow lost, your mother-in-law, your irresponsible and unresponsive children, your lousy school grades, your whining wife or howling husband, your oppressive boss — get them all out of your mind for a while, or at least release that pent-up hostility by smacking the ball. In no time, you will also learn to control your temper and frustrations. You will find the concentration and self-restraint necessary in this game and in all racquet sports have their uses in all walks of life.

Charlie Brumfield, a former U.S. champion and an articulate spokesman for the game, has described the emotional aspect of the sport in this way: "Racquetball, with its lightning changes of advantage and disadvantage, is the perfect psychological release for almost everybody. You can get rid of your hostilities by pounding the ball, berating your opponent, defeating your husband, embarrassing your dad. After the game everyone feels good, even the losers, because, ha ha, it's just a game, isn't it?"

Karen Reischel, one of the country's leading sports therapists and a former member of the faculty at the University of Washington, says that, "If you want to improve your relationship with someone you love — or merely wish to learn whether you want to live with him or her — go to your nearest racquetball court and start psyching. If you can't get anywhere, forget the whole thing. You don't want to spend your life with someone you can't psyche!"

7. **Racquetball makes use of other sports' skills.** Anyone who has played some tennis, handball, badminton, squash, table tennis, paddleball, paddle tennis, or platform tennis has a head start in taking up racquetball. Just a little "racquet sense" and experience go a long way in racquetball.

8. **Racquetball is inexpensive.** Racquets and balls represent a nominal investment for practically anyone. And those who want to "try out" in the game first can rent equipment. (Practically all clubs rent equipment.) There is no costly playing attire to purchase, and nowadays everyone already owns a pair of sneakers.

9. **Racquetball is played indoors.** The courts are temperature controlled and comfortable all year round. You will never be rained or snowed out. (This is important to both the participants and the club management.)

10. **Racquetball is a profitable investment for the commercial club owner.** Six racquetball courts can be installed in an area 60 feet by 120 feet. A single regular indoor tennis court requires the same amount of space. It does not take a financial genius to see the attractive economics of this game. Even charging one half the hourly fee of tennis, the racquetball club owner's return per square foot is three times that of the tennis club owner's.
The Game Today and Tomorrow

Racquetball is like singing in the shower. It does something for the ego. I am a frustrated Caruso, and just about the only place I feel uninhibited enough to blast out some aria is in slaughtered Italian is in the confines of my shower. And why can't the shower be compared to that enclosed room where a deluge of would be Chris Everts, or Jimmy Connors, or just plain folk caught up in the racquet fever can do something for their egos, and for their thickening waistlines and mental frustrations?

The appeals of racquetball are proven daily on thousands of courts. The less regimented tactics, the free swinging character of the game, its simplicity and its strenuous nature — all are attractive features to Americans who have recently become physical fitness freaks. And no nationwide sport has done more to crumble the high walls of class hierarchy and social status. The fact that the game began in Y.M.C.A.'s, and not at private clubs, schools, and estates, has kept it “open” in the best American tradition. While some of the other racquet and paddle games are trying frantically to live down their gloriously snobbish pasts, racquetball is already firmly established as a game for all people.

In researching this book I visited many commercial racquetball clubs all over the country. Some of the more elegant ones were built at a cost of $3 million, but in the parking lots the dentist’s Cadillac was next to the plumber’s van; the lawyer’s B.M.W. was parked near the young couple’s 1969 Ford. One clubowner finds amusement in the fact that some of his new members come in to play and ask, “What alley are we on, Pete?” (And his name wasn’t even Pete!) The bowling crowd of the 1950s has entered the racquetball ranks.

The “type” of person who plays racquetball defies simplistic statistical description. About 86 percent of all male racquetballers are classified as either “professional, executive or self-employed” persons. About six percent make their living as “laborers,” and 65 percent have family incomes of over $20,000. About 85 percent have attended college or graduate school, and 60 percent of the men are 40 years of age or younger.

One of the age groups that has not thus far taken up the sport in a big way is made up of women between 35 and 50 years of age. It is the members of this so-called “yummy-mummies” group who often have the spare time and money to support recreational clubs during those important mid-morning and mid-afternoon “off” hours, and their participation can make or break a commercial venture. (These women certainly made a slew of indoor tennis clubs profitable during the past decade.) This fact does have some club owners worried, but they hope that the younger women, who make up about one third of the entire racquetball population will stick with the game. And as the “beer-drinking, hairy-chested, and earthy” image of racquetball gives way to a more civilized image, these statistics may change.

Some other rather revealing statistics concerning racquetball should be noted. Of the 700 clubs that have been erected in the last six years (that number never fails to amaze me), approximately 20 percent are located in California and 25 percent in the Midwest (Illinois and Michigan). In descending order the most popular
areas for racquetball today are San Diego, Chicago, Detroit, Minneapolis, Milwaukee, St. Louis and Memphis. In the east, where the sport was invented, the game is only now coming into its own. Perhaps this is because the easterners already have so many other athletic activities to keep them occupied. I'm convinced, however, that racquetball is perfectly suited to the tight big city schedules of Bostonians, Philadelphians, and, for sure, New Yorkers.

My son, Gary, took a year off from college and taught both racquetball and squash at the Manhattan Squash Club in New York City. His summary of the relative merits of the two sports proved enlightening: "I can see racquetball's appeal, especially for a person who is not particularly athletic but wants to work up a sweat. Squash, for me, is far more interesting and challenging. There's more setting up the opponent before hitting any one of many possible winning shots." He went on to liken the two games to boxing . . . the racquetball player is like the knockout artist; the squash player is more like a skilled boxer. The analogy isn't a bad one. The only question that remains is whether the "slugger" or the "jabber" will emerge triumphant.

I'm inclined to agree with my son's preference for squash (and I'm not above claiming at least a little credit for influencing him). Can a sport like racquetball, in which 98 percent of the strategy is based on hitting the ball as hard as you can, really be considered a great, "classic" game? Control, finesse, subtlety and defensive tactics are usually crucial to any truly great athletic game. Other lifetime, popular sports such as tennis and golf certainly require a good deal more than sheer power and stamina. There should be ample room for utilizing the intellect in every sport.

Perhaps racquetball's powers that be should reexamine the possibility of making certain rules changes. For example, what is wrong with Joe Sobek's original concept of alternating serves to specific service boxes, as in tennis and squash (but not handball)? The racquetball ball has gotten so lightning fast and racquets are so tightly strung that better players can now hit at speeds approaching 150 miles per hour. The serve has consequently taken on a dominance that detracts from the overall appeal of the sport. The server can now go for an "Ace" on every first serve. (Perhaps the single serve is an answer.) In any event the "kill" may be killing the enjoyment to be gotten from extended rallies and ricocheting exchanges. The U.S.R.A. and I.R.A. should closely study the history of hard rackets and squash tennis to find out what happened to these once popular racquet sports when the ball became too fast for the average person to handle.

My son also made one other interesting observation about racquetball. He informed me that the squash players at his club usually purchased racquets while the racquetballers rented them. (He also mentioned that many of the rented racquetball implements have mysteriously disappeared, which is rather interesting and sad.) A person skeptical about the long term future of racquetball could set forth a fairly ominous theory if rental rather than purchase is a national phenomenon. The scenario would revolve around the word "commitment." If individuals do not have to invest a lot of money in lessons and playing attire, and if they rent equipment rather than purchase it, they may have no qualms about deserting the sport as soon as something else comes along. They simply have not made the investment that, say, tennis players have made in their sport.
But this may all be doomsaying at the least appropriate time. The sales of balls and racquets have revealed prodigious growth curves over the past several years. Manufacturers and retailers have been experiencing an almost miraculous increase in sales of racquetball accessories each year since 1970. The United States Racquetball Association predicts that by 1982 there will be around 1,200 commercial clubs and over 10 million players in this country. Some experts go even further. As stated before they confidently predict that racquetball will become a larger participation sport in this country than tennis. This may seem hard to believe, but then who would have predicted that tennis was going to grow from 11 million to 34 million players in the period from 1974 to 1978? And racquetball already has at least half as many participants as tennis had in 1974, at the time of the Bobby Riggs-Billy Jean King extravaganza that did so much to boost tennis’s popularity. And while it took tennis 100 years to become so popular, racquetball has been around officially for only eight years! Some industry officials have publicly forecasted that by 1982 racquetball ball sales in the country will number close to 45 million. That’s four times today’s racquetball pelot sales in just four years!

In my opinion racquetball is not a passing fad. It is here to stay. For at least the next 10 years the sport will enjoy fantastic expansion, particularly in those areas where it has only been exposed for a short time: In the mid Atlantic and Southwestern states court construction and promotion of the game are only now just beginning, and therefore they are the ripest areas for dramatic development.

Of course there is always the danger that certain locations will quickly become saturated with racquetball clubs and courts. (This phenomenon has certainly occurred with indoor tennis complexes.) There will be the inevitable shakedown, separating the well managed clubs from the rest. In the long term, though, the strong will survive and thrive. The proliferating multitude of fanatics, with their miniature mutant racquets, will simply not have it any other way.

Today the total annual racquetball market, including court construction, equipment sales, attire, and so on, is approximately $200 million. This could easily soar to $750 million within the next few years. And this in spite of the fact that the game is so far confined almost completely to the United States and Canada. At the moment the only place racquetball is played overseas is at U.S. military bases. A World Racquetball Association predicts that by 1982 racquetball ball sales in the country will number close to 45 million. And racquetball could become the most widely played and enjoyed racquet sport in the world. And even though Joe Sobek and Bob Kendler are not young men today, it could still happen in their lifetimes.

Glossary

Amoeba Man. A player who moves with the speed of the single celled amoeba, or hardly at all.

Around-the-Wall Ball. A primarily defensive shot that first hits high on the side wall, then on the front wall, and then on the other side wall before landing on the floor at the three-quarter court.

Avoidable Hinder. A hinder or interference, not necessarily intentional, which clearly impedes the continuation of a rally or prevents an opponent from making what would probably be a clean winner. It results in the loss of serve or point.

Back-Into-Back-Wall Shot. A ball that is driven into the rear wall and travels in the air to the front wall.

Back Wall Shot. A ball hit on the rebound off the back wall.

Blinkus of the Thinkus. To lose concentration or to allow the mind to wander during a match.

Block. To prevent an opponent from seeing or getting to the ball. It constitutes a hinder, either avoidable or unavoidable, depending on the judgment of the officials.

Body Surf. Diving and skidding on the court floor in an attempt to hit a ball.

Bottom Boarder. A shot hit off the bottom board of the front wall, it “rolls off” onto the floor, and is the perfect killer.

Box Theory. A technique in which a player aims at a one-foot-square imaginary box in order to hit kills. (In practice a box can be taped on the front wall.)

Bumblebee Ball. A ball struck with the racquet rim. The ball rotates wildly on the way to the front wall.

Bumper. The protective covering or rim on most metal racquet heads; shields the wooden walls and provides correct racquet balance.

Bumper Ball. Same as “Bumblebee Ball” except that the ball is hit off the bumper.

Ceiling Ball. A defensive shot that first strikes the ceiling within a few feet of the front wall, then the front wall, and then the floor, where its topspin propels it deep into the back court.

Ceiling Serve. A serve that hits the ceiling. If the ball hits the ceiling first, it is side out. If it hits the front wall prior to the ceiling, it is a fault.

Controller. A player who hits the ball while standing behind the front wall.

Controller. A player who hits a defensive shot closest to the front wall.

Court Hinder. Interference caused by an object such as a lighting fixture or door latch. It is ruled an unavoidable hinder, and the point is replayed.

Crack Ball. A shot that hits the intersection of the floor and either the side or rear wall; the ball “squirts” out irretrievably.

Crotch. The juncture of any two playing surfaces; for example, the front-wall-side-wall crotch, or the back-wall-floor crotch.

Crotch Ball. See “Skip Ball.”

Crotch Serve. A serve that strikes the intersection of the front wall and floor or ceiling. This is a side out.

Crowding. Intimidating the opponent through playing too close. Continuing this practice constitutes an avoidable hinder.
Dead Ball. (1) A ball that does not bounce as high as is considered standard. (2) A ball that goes out of play or causes a hinder situation; for example when a ball going to the front wall hits one of the players.

Defensive Shot. A conservative return made to extend a rally or to "buy time," rather than to win an exchange. Examples are the ceiling ball, around-the-wall ball and Z ball.

Die. A ball that barely reached the front wall and then rebounded with little or no bounce.

Dig. To barely get a low "kill" shot just prior to its second bounce.

Donkey Kick. When a player dives to execute a shot and at the same time entangles his or her legs with an opponent's, causing the latter to trip. Usually occurs on a forehand drive.

Donut. Shutting out the opposition; not allowing them to score a single point in a game. Also called "whitewash" or "bagel."

Down the Line Drive. A shot laced hard down the side wall.

Drive Serve. A relatively hard hit serve that strikes low on the front wall and rebounds in a straight line to either the right or left rear corner.

Drop Shot. A softly hit push shot, usually employed to return a retrievable kill shot. It is aimed low into the front wall. Also known as a "Dump Shot."

Fatigue Factor. The condition of being extremely tired, most frequently in the third game of a long, tough match. It dulls the court senses and impedes accurate shot-making and deep concentration.

Fishbowl. A court that has one or more glass walls.

Flat Roll-Out. The perfect kill. The ball hits the front wall so close to the floor that it rebounds with no bounce.

Floater. A badly hit shot or one with so much backspin that it drifts very slowly toward the front wall.

Fly Ball. A "volley"; a shot played directly on the rebound from front wall, before it contacts the floor.

Freak Ball. Any shot, but usually one hit by a player who is out of position, that is a "lucky" or "miracle" winner.

Garbage Serve. A serve delivered at half speed: the receiver is forced to return at shoulder height, which is awkward. Also called a "Half Lob."

Garfinkel Serve. A forehand cross court serve to the opponent's forehand.

Golden Masters. A division in singles and doubles tournaments for players 55 years of age and older.

Gravity Ball. An intended kill shot hit so softly that the force of gravity makes the ball land on the floor prior to contacting the front wall.

Ground Ball. See "Skip Ball."

Gun Hand. The hand wielding the racquet.

Half-and-Half. One way of dividing court responsibilities between partners in a doubles game. An imaginary line drawn down the center of the court from the front wall to the back wall divides territorial rights. The player in the right half (forehand side) generally covers that half, and his or her partner covers the left (backhand) side.

Hypotenuse Shot. Kill that travels from the left or right rear of the court diagonally across to the opposite front corner.

I-Formation. Another method of partners covering the court in doubles competition. An imaginary line is drawn splitting the court across the middle (from one side wall to the other), this dividing the front and back courts. One player generally covers the front, while the teammate has responsibility for handling returns from the back.

Isolation Strategy. In doubles the tactic of hitting several consecutive shots to just one player in an attempt to tire him or her out and to "cool off" his or her partner.

Juniors. The division in tournament play singles and doubles for players 18 years of age and younger.

Kill. The ultimate shot in racquetball. It is hit so low on the front wall and rebounds with so little bounce that it is virtually impossible.

Lang Serve. Any serve carrying the fly to the back wall. It is a fault.

Masters. The division for players 45 years and older.

Mercy Ball. When one player holds up on a swing because if it were made the ball or racquet would have hit an opponent. This is a simple hinder play.

Non Front Serve. Any serve that hits any surface prior to initially striking the front wall. It is illegal and results in loss of service.

Off-Hand. The empty hand, not to be used to wield the racquet.

Paralysis Via Analysis. To "choke up" due to mental pressure.

Photon. A very hard hit shot. Also called "bullet" or "powder ball."

Pinch Shot. A kill shot which goes from a side wall to the front wall. A "wide" pinch bounds off the side wall at quite a distance from the front wall. Whereas a 'shot' pinch makes contact with the side wall within three feet of the front wall.

Plum Ball. An extraordinarily rare setup, giving the hitting player an assured shot at a winner.

Potsider. A left hinder.

Push. Off. The illegal shaving or touching of an opponent during a rally in order to gain a better court position. This usually results in a point or side out against the offender.

R.A.W. Ball. A run-along-the-wall ball; it clings closely to the side wall.

Reverse Corner Kill. A kill shot made from the right side into the left front corner, or vice versa.

Reverse Garfinkel. A cross court serve sent into the rear left corner — toward a right handed opponent's backhand.

Roadrunner. A player whose strength is retrieving and making a lot of fabulous "gets," as opposed to player who merely "shoots" the ball.

Rollout. A flat, irretrievable kill shot.

Safety Hinder. Stoppage of play when a losing player could result in injury.

Sawdust Ball. Same as "skiff ball," "short shot," "olivewall ball," "splinter ball," "dirt ball," and "ground ball."

Screen Ball. Any visual hinder; occurs on either serve or in the middle of a rally.

Self Waffle. When you hit your own body with your own racquet.

Seniors. The division in singles and doubles tournaments for players 35 years of age and older.

Shooter. An all out aggressive player whose game tactics revolve around attempting to kill a high percentage of setups. The opposite of "Controller."

Shoot the Ball. To go for a kill shot.

Skip Ball. A shot that hits the floor just before reaching the front wall; almost, but not quite, a "Kill."

Splinter Ball. The same as a "Skip Ball."

Straddle Ball. A ball that goes through the legs of one of the players on a front wall rebound. This may or may not be called a hinder.

Super Pinch. The frequently accidental kill shot that results when the ball hits into one side wall, ricochets into the opposite side wall, and then rolls off ("kisses") the front wall.

Swish. The noise that the racquet strings should make at the moment the wrist "breaks" in your stroke. (This is done in practice with no ball.)

Technical. A referee's call during a tournament match; usually precipitated by un-sportsmanlike antics. The infringing player is penalized by the substitution of one point from his or her score.

Tension. The amount of pressure at which the racquet is strung. The normal range is between 26 and 32 pounds.

Three-Quarters and One-Quarter. Another way of dividing the court responsibilities of partners in doubles play. An imaginary line is drawn diagonally from one front corner to the opposite back corner. Each player covers balls of only his or her side of the diagonal.

Three-Wall Serve. A serve that strikes three walls on the fly. It is illegal and results in a fault.

Time Out. A legal 30 second to 60 second respite.

Trigger Finger Grip. The normal method of grasping the racquet handle, as if it were a revolver.

Unavoidable Hinder. An interference of normal play brought about by an unintentional act of a player or by some feature of the court or equipment. The point is player over.

V Ball. A cross court passing shot. Also called a "V. Pass."

Veteran Hinder. An avoidable hinder that because of the offender's subtle body movement and theatrics is interpreted as an unavoidable hinder.

Waffle. When one player hits an opponent in the face with his racquet.

Wallpaper Ball. A side-wall "hugger." Also called a "R.A.W. Ball."

Windshield-Wiper Play. A long rally in which one player runs from one side wall to the other getting a series of cross court drive shots.

Z Ball. Basically a defensive shot. It is hit high on the front wall in either corner, ricochets quickly into the adjacent side wall, then travels diagonally to the opposite side wall deep in the court, where it finally strikes the floor.

NATIONAL RACQUETBALL
Irrepressible Nancy Sturtevant sat at courtside, having been lifted down the stairs of the Mall Racquetball Club in her wheelchair. She had one leg amputated three years ago, the other last summer because of circulatory problems.

While she was in the hospital the second time, her husband, Gus, died of cancer at 58. Her brother, Bob Libby, of North Conway, NH., had died of a heart attack two months earlier at 48. Their father also had died of a heart attack at 48.

But she joked and laughed as she watched irrepressible Richard Sturtevant, 32, her only son, batting a black ball around against a series of opponents Saturday.

With a family history of heart problems Sturtevant went to a doctor quickly when he had chest pains a year ago. He went directly from the doctor’s office to the hospital and had artery bypass surgery a week later.

Now, with surgical scars stretching nearly from stern to stern, Sturtevant was on the court, still smiling after playing racquetball for nearly 24 hours.

“It was hard,” Nancy Sturtevant said of the trials of the past year. “You can’t look back. You’ve got to go ahead. Dick and I both went ahead.”

Having decided to lick the family malady rather than surrender to it Sturtevant had set up the marathon to raise money for the Maine chapter of the American Heart Association and to demonstrate that heart patients need not become sedentary after surgery. He had his doctor’s okay and had trained carefully for the event.

But there was another reason as well.

“He called me yesterday,” his mother said, “and said, ‘You know, Mom, I’m doing this for the heart fund but I’m also doing it for you and Bob.’”
Sturtevant looked at his watch several times as it edged toward 4 p.m. — the end of the 24 hours.

"Are you tired, dear?" his mother asked, after he had done a mock collapse against the court window. If he heard her, he didn't answer. "He wouldn't say yes if his life depended on it," she said.

The buzzer finally went off and a cheer went up from the two dozen people looking on from the stairs and the railing above. Sturtevant raised his hands in a victory salute, hugged his final opponent, Marsha Landers, and hit the ball up the stairs.

Someone tossed the ball to Mrs. Sturtevant, who said she would find a place to put it on display in her living room.

Sturtevant, an L. L. Bean employee, reached out to Mary Mathes, a long time family friend, who told him, "Hey, sweetie, I'm so proud of you."

"Hey, your ma's over here," Mrs. Sturtevant said in mock disappointment that she hadn't been recognized first.

He sat down beside her, gave her a kiss and insisted his only problem after 24 hours of racquetball was sore feet. Like his mother he said he had no doubt he would finish.

"Never thought I wouldn't make it," he said. "Never entered my mind. Everybody depended on it — all the heart patients at the hospital. I couldn't let them down.

It won't be known for a week or so, after all the pledges are in and tallied, whether he reached his $3,000 goal.

Those who watched expected the marathoner to devour a steak or lobster when his quest was completed. But, having nibbled on fruits and nuts during his five minute breaks each hour, he said he would wind down slowly, eating only a light meal.

But he said he knew what he was going to see in his sleep for a few days — "a little black ball flying around white walls."

And he said finishing the marathon — knowing the money would go for a good cause — would be the best Christmas present he could ever have had.

Kevin York, Mall co-owner, says Sturtevant came very close to his $3,000 goal. ED.
Racquetball goes Hollywood as Film Editor Sandy Keisel marks the scene that Bob Van Tuyle and Steve Strandemo will play out with their racquets.

As promised in the December issue of National Racquetball I now have complete ordering information on the new series of racquetball instructional films. The four film set of color, 10 minute loops, complete with narration, stop action and ultra slow motion sequences, can now be purchased.

The films were recently previewed at the USRA national state chairman convention in Las Vegas and were found to be a long needed tool in the promotion of the sport. Hundreds of hours of tedious editing have made this project well worthwhile and ready for use in clubs, schools, meetings, clinics and classes as a simple means to introduce new players to the game and to assist intermediate and advanced players to learn some of the finer points of singles, doubles or cutthroat racquetball.

The film was sponsored by the Racquetball Manufacturer’s Association, and the USRA provided the technical supervision. The film script was compiled and edited from half a dozen top instructional books to make sure every phase of technique and strategy is covered by some of the best men and women players who depict actual competitive situations.

After eight months of hard work you can now order the finished product by contacting the not-for-profit distributor. For one film $139 per film for 16mm or $99 for Super 8) or all four (10 per cent discount). Contact: The Athletic Institute • 200 Castlewood Drive • North Palm Beach, Florida 33408 • (305) 842-3600.

GET INSIDE TENNIS ...for less than 35¢ a week

All the news — and all the color — of the wonderful world of tennis can be yours every week of the year for less than 35¢. Follow tournaments and every important player in the one and oldest — Tennis Week. Read the piercing comments of Gene Scott, the voice of tennis, and many others. Have all the news of the tennis scene right at your finger-tips each and every week while it is still hot news. Subscribe now — before the big tournaments. Know tennis action before it happens.

Tennis Week
The only full service tennis weekly in the world.

USRA State Affiliates

Alabama
Jerry O'Neal
Nat'l Homes
Acceptance Corp.
Box 3436A
Birmingham 35205
205-324-3431

Alaska
Dan Domper
P.O. Box 4-3042
607 E. Tudor Rd.
Anchorage 99509
907-276-0700

Arizona
Chuck Hallock
Marc's Backwall
P.O. Box 275
Tempe 85281
602-967-0001

Arkansas
James Bixler
1205 Caddo Apt. #9
Arkadelphia 71923
501-246-9864

Colorado
John Mooney
3455 David Circle
Colorado Springs 80907
303-597-7775

Connecticut
Jack Fruin
Lakewood Racquetball
666 Lakewood Rd.
Waterbury 06704
203-755-6699

Delaware
Eric Faddis
75 East Main St.
Box 174
Newark 19711
302-366-1868

Florida
Jim Adkins
The Racquetball
5165 Adanson St.
Orlando 32804
305-645-3999

Georgia
Wayne Vincent
3777 Vineyard Ct.
Marietta 30062
404-971-5441

Hawaii
Jane Goodsell
Central YMCA
401 Atkinson Dr.
Honolulu 96814
808-941-3344

Idaho
Dirk Burgard
130 N. Placer
Idaho Falls 83401
208-523-0500

Illinois
Tom Street,
Alan Sheltzer
570 East Higgins Rd.
Elk Grove Village 60007
312-439-3039

Indiana
Jim Stevens
7590 Harcourt Rd.
Indianapolis 46260
317-297-4623

Iowa
Tom Sweeney
380 Larick Ct.
Marion 52302
319-377-1385

Kansas
Rick Newcomer
11301 W. 88th St.
Overland Park 66214
913-886-9247

Kentucky
David Flieischaker
628 Fincastle Bldg.
Louisville 40202
502-585-5369

Louisiana
Larry Bobbitt
117 Douce Rd.
Lafayette 70503
337-984-7256

Maine
Ken Aster, Kevin York
170 U.S. Rt. 1
Falmouth 04105
207-761-4281

Massachusetts
Jim McConchie
RB International
12 "A" Street
Burlington 01803
617-273-1025

Michigan
Dennis Wood
2806 S. Deerfield
Lansing 48910
517-882-8789

Minnesota
Robert M. Adam
Diamond Int'l. Corp.
7900 Parklawn Ave.
Suite 528
Edina 55435
612-836-6515

Mississippi
Chuck Miner
1418 Woodshire Dr.
Jackson 39211
601-982-7151

Missouri
Ron York
1012 W. 104th St.
Kansas City 64114
816-942-6436

Montana
Russ Miller
Shepherd 59070
406-373-6390

Nebraska/South Dakota
Dick Kincade
Chuck Erickson
222 N. 44th Street
Lincoln 68503
402-475-5686

Nevada
Dan Seaton
3727 Centennial Circle
Las Vegas 89120
702-451-9962

New Hampshire
Robert Bier
P.O. Box 333
Manchester 03105
603-627-2254

New Jersey
Doug Clark
23 Holmes Lane
Marlton 08053
609-982-4812

New Mexico
Gary Mazarrorff
8427 Montgomery Blvd. NE
Albuquerque 87111
505-292-2411

New York
(Mid-Hudson)
Tom Flannery
3A Alpine Dr.
Wappingers Falls 12590
201-845-9040

New York
(Upstate Assn.)
Doug Reghley
33 South Ave.
Brockport 14420
716-637-2286

North Carolina
Bob Baxter
800 Purdue St.
Raleigh 27609
919-876-5674

South Carolina
Charlie White
RPA Clemson Univ.
Clemson 29631
803-656-2477

North Dakota
Kathy Schwartz
YMCA 400 1st Ave. South
Fargo 58103
701-293-9622

Ohio
Ron Atkins
2560 Hollyview, N.E.
North Canton 44721
216-492-7210

Oklahoma
David Rippetoe
5221 N. Dewey
Oklahoma City 73118
405-528-2917

Oregon
Reed Fikkin
2510 Oakmont Way
Eugene 97401
503-887-2811

Pennsylvania
Jim Pruitt
Center City. Sports Club
1818 Market St.
Philadelphia 19103
215-863-0963

Rhode Island
Pat Melargiro
15 Reva Street
North Providence 02911
401-274-4900 #569

Tennessee
Pat Connor
4770 Willow
Memphis 38117
901-767-7274

Texas
Dewey Strickland
201 Vanderpool
Houston 77024
713-467-1558

Utah
Morgan Sayes
944 E. Third S
Salt Lake City 84102
808-521-8042

Vermont
Mike Gamache
P.O. Box 2018
S. Burlington 05401
802-863-6105

Virginia
Ed Remen
P.O. Box 218
Sterling 22170
703-430-0666

Washington
Douglas A. Wilson
5817 57 Ave., N.E.
Seattle 98105
206-524-3037

West Virginia
Dave Taylor
Rec. —
Intramural Sports Off.
Staunbury Hall, —
W.U.U.
Morgantown 26506
304-293-5221

Wisconsin
Bob Keenan
P.O. Box 203
Wales 53183
414-968-2254

Wyoming
Barbara Williams
YMCA —
417 N. Jefferson
Sheridan 82801
307-874-7488

Canada
Canadian Racquetball
Assoc.,
333 River Rd.
Vanier City, Ontario
K1L 8B5
613-745-1247

Trial subscription for a limited time only $10. for 30 weeks
SEND NO MONEY NOW
Sign and mail the coupon today!
Offer expires August 31, 1979

TENNIS WEEK
120 East 56th Street
New York, New York 10022
Please send me 30 weeks of
TENNIS WEEK for $10.00

Name ________________________________
Street ________________________________
City ________________________________
State Zip ________________________________
Tournament Results

Please send tournaments results (and clear black and white action photos) to Terry Fancher, USAA, 4101 Dempster St., Skokie, IL 60076. Type your results double spaced using the form you see on these pages. Use first and last names the first time you write about a player (in doubles matches, too) and last names only when you mention the player again. Allow two months or more for your tournament writeup to appear here.

In choosing photos of tournament play for these pages, we will give priority to pictures of players wearing protective eye gear.

Hold on to your playing records so you can send them into the National Racquetball Most Improved Player contest next June. You may be your state's winner.

Canada

The 1978 Canadian Closed Racquetball Championships was the largest to date with over 300 individual entries and more than 50 doubles teams vying for honours in 13 events at the Regina YMCA and the Regina Court Club Nov. 9-13 in Saskatchewan.

Results

Men's Open

Women's B: 1st - Tuffy Savard d. Merle Zimmerman 21-15, 21-11, 3rd - Barbara Grant d. Wanda St. Laurent, Consolation - Cathy Parsons d. Rae Mullaly 21-10, 21-14


Senior Men's: 1st - Bill Condratow d. Murdoch Cranston 21-11, 21-11, 3rd - Steve Katz d. Tim Filuk (default), Consolation - Dennis Churchill d. Stan Pisko 21-9, 19-21, 11-3

Masters: 1st - Roald Thompson d. Dale Pond 10-21, 21-8, 11-0. 3rd - Dunc Stockwell d. Fintan Kilcoyne (default), Consolation - Lawrence Dzuren d. Al Haider 21-10, 21-7

Juniors 15 and under: 1st - Allan Lee d. Anoop Chawla 21-20, 21-11, 3rd - Tim Cranston d. Heather Slipp (default), Consolation - Earl Schaeffer d. Ian Manti 16-21, 21-13, 11-0


Senior Men's Doubles: 1st - Condratow/Sieve Keller d. Logan Tal/Tim Filuk 21-9, 19-21, 11-10, 3rd - Cranston/Howe Rankind, Wayne Smith/Ian McKenzie 21-17, Consolation - Ian Archbold/Al Gordichuk d. Lawrence Dzuren/Stan Pisko 21-17, 21-17

Women's Doubles: 1st - Clairmont/Murdoch d. Dellow/Lindsay Robinson 21-11, 21-16, 3rd - Myeleen Isaman/Helen Olson d. Rasmussen/Lisa Marcou (default), Consolation - Sharon Frei/Lavern Dzuren d. Tuffy Savard/Merie Zimmerman 21-14, 21-9

A Natural Choice for Racquetball - Handball - Squash Courts

CONNOR COURTS

CONNOR FOREST INDUSTRIES has specialized in the manufacture of quality wood products for more than 100 years as a family owned corporation. Connor's vast knowledge of processing wood and control of wood fiber used in the manufacture of furniture, cabinets, flooring, and toys is now adapted to marketing a panelized court structure.

SINCE 1872

CONNOR FOREST INDUSTRIES

Sales Office
P.O. BOX 847
WAUSAU, WISCONSIN 54401
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New Jersey

Even players who didn't make it to the finals had a chance to come home a winner from the Second Annual State Championships held Oct. 6-8 at What's Your Racquet? in Wall Township. And those who did win, toted home more than a trophy thanks to Don Hamilton of Gateway Toyota, Don Freeman of Herman's Sporting Goods and Doug Clark of Courthouse Inc. who helped furnish many of the prizes, including sterling silver brandy snifters, $1,000 in gift certificates and $1,800 in prizes such as bikes, cameras, radio's and CB's. Others contributing prizes at the tourney, which attracted 410 players, were Ektelon, Omega and local restaurants — Lobster Shanty, Jack Bakers's Wharf Side, Cowbarn and Howard Johnson's.

Aside from the prizes everyone got a treat watching all the matches including the Men's Open final where Doug Clark came from behind in the first game to beat Paul Lazure 21-16, in a close and exciting match played on the club's three wall glass tournament court.

Other events of the weekend were Paul Lazure's referee's clinic and the presentation of plaques to Bob Nichols and Frank Pescatore, northern and southern chairmen, respectively, for the New Jersey USRA State Association.

—Andrea Czarnecki

Results

Men's Open
Semis: Doug Clark d Fred Letter 16-21, 21-18, 11-0, Paul Lazure d Ray Captinelli 21-12, 21-10.
Finals: Clark d Lazure 21-16, 21-11, Third: Captinelli

Men's B

Men's C

Men's Masters

BALLWALL®

Acrylic modified Portland Cement Court Wall and Ceiling System applied to tilt-up, block masonry, or steel framing by local lath and plaster contractors.

... AND ...

PRO-CHALLENGE PANEL SYSTEMS

• With Spanlock integrated channel wall attachment

BIAS-FREE COURT SELECTION

Acrylic Modified cement surfacing and panelized surfacing are, by far, the most popular and prevalent racquetball court systems today. Because BALLWALL offers both popular systems, we are able to hold bias-free discussions with you, your architect or general contractor. BALLWALL is the only major recognized court manufacturer with this dual capability.

• Cost Comparison Study Now Available

BALLWALL estimates the cost of your courts in both systems square foot by square foot, dollar by dollar. Write or phone for your copy

OVER 700 COURTS FROM COAST TO COAST AND CANADA

FINESTONE CORPORATION

18307 Weaver Street • Detroit, Michigan 48228 • Telephone: (313) 837-9672
Ohio

The WHIO Radio Racquetball Championship Tournament was held in Dayton, Dec. 14-17 at Dayton Circuit Courts North, Dayton Circuit Courts South and Dayton Court House. Eleven racquetball facilities in the greater Dayton area were invited to send their top three men and top three women to participate in the tournament.

The Men's division winner was number one seed Sandy Brickley, who represented the Dayton Court House. Sandy is a racquetball instructor at the Dayton Court House and her tournament victories include Women's Open Champion in the Dayton Area Racquetball Tournament held in May of 1976. Brickley won the championship by defeating number two seed Cheryl Moore by the scores of 21-7 and 21-8. Moore was playing as a representative of Sinclair Community College.

The Men's championship went to number one seed Jim Marsh who defeated number four seed Phil Cohen 21-18 and 21-20. Both Marsh and Cohen have won numerous racquetball tournaments in the past few years. Marsh played as a representative of Dayton Circuit Courts North. He is a Captain in the Air Force and is a professor in the Aerospace Engineering field at the Air Force Institute of Technology, which is located on Wright-Patterson Air Force Base in Dayton. Cohen was representing the Dayton Central YMCA. He also is an Air Force captain and is an Electronics Projects Engineer at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base.

The Men's Consolation was won by number three seed Dan Cartee who bested second seeded Mel Kince 21-16 and 21-14. Third seeded Barb Warnick captured the Women's consolation trophy with a 21-20 and 21-16 victory over fourth seeded Eileen Crotty.

Results

Women's

Semi-finals: Brickley d. Warnick 21-4, 21-12, Moore d. Crotty 21-6, 21-12.

Men's


THE HOLLMAN COURT SYSTEM

The Most Advanced Engineering Concepts
in Court Technology & Design

THE HOLLMAN COURT SYSTEM
11200 SW ALLEN AVENUE
BEAVERTON, OREGON 97005
(503) 646-2131
Wisconsin

"Last weekend I played terrible and beat him," stated Paul Ikier. "He'll go down in two this time." Ikier was referring to Gari Tate just prior to the start of the finals of the Lord Calvert Tournament of Superstars held Dec. 8-10 at the Town and Country YMCA in Oconomowoc.

Just one week before Tate pushed Ikier to three games in the finals of the Sun Prairie Open and Ikier felt he could have played much better while defeating Tate in the tie-breaker.

This time, in game one, it seemed Ikier's prediction would come true as he raced to an 11-0 lead. Tate astonished everyone by not giving in and proceeded to outscore Ikier 21-2 and take game one 21-14. In game two Ikier again captured a big lead and held on this time to win 21-12 and set the stage for the tie-breaker.

The tie-breaker was all Ikier as he served to near again captured a big lead and held on this time to perfection. Hitting six aces (5 unreturnable Z serves) Ikier dominated the game to an 11-4 win.

In the upper bracket semi's Ikier topped Bruce Thompson 21-17, 21-6. In the lower bracket Tate came up against young Jim Wirkus and proved that he will have to be contended with for the state title and defeated Wirkus quite easily 21-10, 21-11.

Patricia Schmidt, Wisconsin's perennial powerhouse in the Women's Open, easily outclassed the field and did not allow any opponent more than 12 points. In the semi's Schmidt rolled over Lynne Farmer and in the finals Connie Peterson. In the lower semi's Glenda Young pushed Peterson to the tie-breaker 21-14, 10-21, 11-7. It was the second straight tournament defeat of Young by Peterson.

A total of 122 entrants participated in the three day event. Lord Calvert Distilleries donated $500 in prize money in the Men's and Women's Open divisions and the money was divided equally. In addition Lord Calvert provided shirts and a Saturday evening dinner for all participants. The USRA-Wisconsin provided Gatorade and rulebooks, while Seanco donated the 558 balls.

Helping tournament Director Phil Bouche were the entire YMCA staff and Brad Nelson, of Lord Calvert.

—Bob Keenan

Results

Mens Open
Bruce Thompson def. William Bly 21-11, 21-16, Gari Tate def.
Semi-Finals: Ikier def. Thompson 21-17, 21-4, Tate def. Wirkus
21-10, 21-11.
Finals: Ikier def. Tate 14-21, 21-12, 11-4, Third: Thompson
(foref.)
Mens B
Quarter-Finals: Dan Stakecki def. Jon Oehrle 15-21, 21-4, 11-7,
Gary Bender def. Jim Schmidt 21-16, 21-9, Pete Rohr def.
Mike Reistrock 21-14, 21-19, Pete Giljohann def. Sid Weckhardt
21-9, 21-8.
Semi-Finals: Stakecki def. Bender 21-15, 14-21, 21-8, 11-6, Giljohann
def. Rohr 10-21, 21-8, 11-4.

Bender 21-18, 21-12.
Mens C
Quarter-Finals: James Meden def. Brad Gehrie, Jim Giljohann
def. Rick Hearn 21-11, 21-7, Jim Babbit def. Terry Walsh 21-5,
Semi-Finals: Giljohann def. Meden, Babbit def. Dodds 21-2,
21-10.
Finals: Babbit def. Giljohann 21-8, 21-9, Third: Dodds def.
Meden 21-19, 21-17.

Womens Open
Quarters: Schmidt (bye), Lynne Farmer def. Ginny Luscomb
21-7, 21-2, Connie Peterson def. Gale Jensen 21-6, 21-8, Glenda
Young 21-14, 21-10, 21-7.
Young (forfeit).

Womens B
Semi: Diana Gagliano def. Judy Froh 21-15, 21-11, Dyanne
Finals: Dyanne Singler def. Gagliano 21-11, 21-6, Third:
Mahaney def. Froh 21-19, 21-1.

Womens C
Quarters: Linda Ecket def. Karen Falzerano 21-17, 21-8, Laurie
Christine Males 21-7, 17-21, 11-6, Gerri McFadden def. Carol
Carlson 21-5, 21-16.
Semi: Ecket def. Frenkel 21-8, 21-18, McFadden def. Kuehl
21-11, 21-16.
Finals: McFadden def. Ecket 21-16 (injury forfeit) Third: Kuehl
(foref.)

Consolation: Mens Open: Brian Kirpatrick Mens B: Wayne
Franke, Mens C: Willie Gasper Womens Open: Gale Jensen

WE'RE TRANSPARENT

... we're seen everyday!

It's apparent that Ellis Pearson Glass Walls create business.

We are the professionals in Glass Playing Systems engineered for optimal playing surface & viewing capability.

COMPLETE TEMPERED GLASS SYSTEM (includes regulation and full height rear & side walls.) EXCLUSIVE HI-TENSILE NYLATRON FITTINGS

ETCHED PLAYING LINES ON REAR WALL FULL 6 FT HIGH FRAMELESS GLASS DOOR (positive latch lock) FULLY INSTALLED ANYWHERE

WRITE FOR FREE ILLUSTRATED BROCHURE

W & W PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL, INC. / Box NR / 100 Airport Executive Park / Spring Valley, N.Y. 10977 / (914) 425-2777
Florida
The weekend of Dec. 1-3 found over 300 entrants competing in the First Orlando Holiday Tournament. Competitors included such top amateur players as Rick Stevens, Percy Philman, Jim Adkins, Van Dubolasky, Diane Green, Donisa Zetrouer and Pam Harrison. Besides the open events, which included Singles for both men and women, there were two Junior divisions which provided exciting action.

Results:
Men's Open: 1st - Jim Adkins, 2nd - Rick Stevens, 3rd - Carson Turlington
Men's B: 1st - Brian Kimball, 2nd - Jeff Leon, 3rd - Frank Katz
Men's Novice: 1st - Bobby Guillo, 2nd - Teo Fernandez, 3rd - Steve Smith
Men's Seniors: 1st - Leon, 2nd - Mike Moger, 3rd - Grag Shaak
Men's Masters: 1st - Moger, 2nd - Chub Bon Fleur, 3rd - John Hinkamp
Men's Open Doubles: 1st - Adams/Potter, 2nd - Setrouer/Shaak, 3rd - Biederman/Druvy
Men's B Doubles: 1st - Huffing/Thomas, 2nd - Ganniga/Hinkamp, 3rd - Hewitt/Warden
Women's Open: 1st - Diane Green, 2nd - Gail Troxel, 3rd - Donisa Zetrouer
Women's B: 1st - Julie Knight, 2nd - Jamie Hall, 3rd - Donna Furing
Women's Doubles: 1st - Zetrouer/Green, 2nd - Harrison/Wilcox, 3rd - Knight/Powers
Jrs. 8-13: 1st - Mitch Campbell, 2nd - Richard Potter, 3rd - Rick Bywater
Jrs. 14-17: 1st - Scott Nelson, 2nd - Sergio Gonzalez, 3rd - Malon Brown

Hawaii
The Central YMCA in Honolulu sponsored a Class C tournament Dec. 7-13.

Results


Semi-Finals: Nolan d. Ahuna, Baldmero d. Renzi


Upcoming Events
The Leukemia Society of Delaware, the Delaware Racquetball Association and the USRA are staging a three day fund raising tournament March 9, 10 and 11 at the new 15 court Branmar Racquetball Club at Marsh and Silverlands Road north of Wilmington.

Every court club we manage is making money & we manage club properties from coast to coast*

★ DEVELOPERS
★ ARCHITECTS
★ CONTRACTORS

Save With New HANDBOOK OF SPORT COURT CONSTRUCTION FOR RACQUETBALL AND SQUASH COURTS

LEARN:
• FUTURE PROFITS
• PRESENT COSTS
• MARKET SURVEYS
• SITE SELECTION
• FINANCING
• CONSTRUCTION METHODS
• MUCH MORE!

PER COPY: $14.95 P.P.D.
ADD $1.50 FOR AIR MAIL
OHIO RES ADD 4½% TAX

SEND TO
SUNBURY BOOKS
P.O. BOX 253 DEPT. N-1
SUNBURY, OHIO 43074

For any of the preceding reasons, or any of a dozen others, you will find we can help you. Racquet Time has accumulated a mountain of information, from a wide variety of sources and experiences.

We put this to work for and with you.

Not only has every Racquet Time club made money from the first day of operation, but we have taken over existing money-losers and turned them into money-makers.

To the best of our knowledge Racquet Time is the only firm in the nation working with and for investors, builders, or owners in club management, franchising, leasing and purchasing.

We can do it all, and have the track record, over a substantial length of time, to prove it. Call us. We can help you.

RACQUET TIME, INC.
Our club members are having a ball
So are our club owners

John Chapman, Vice-President
Post Office Box 609 — Stillwater, Oklahoma — 405/372-8655

*Monterey, California; Fresno, California; Tucson, Arizona; Lexington, Kentucky; Monroeville, Pennsylvania; Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; Laguna Niguel, California; Stillwater, Oklahoma.
This is a test. To show you what it would be like if you lost your eye in a racquetball accident.

Kind of scary, isn't it? But, to be brutally frank, it's possible. The ball travels at speeds clocked as high as 142 m.p.h. And it can do a lot of damage if it hits your eye just right. But accidents always happen to the other guy, right?

Wrong.

The fact is, more eye accidents occur in racquetball than any other sport.

That's why rules require protective eye-wear in Canada, and why clubs and racquetball associations all over this country have made eyeguards mandatory.

It's inevitable that they'll soon be required wherever you play.

Naturally, we think that's a good idea, because it will stop a lot of accidents. And also because we happen to make the finest racquetball eyeguard you can buy.

More people buy them from us than from all the other manufacturers combined.

Made from a tough, virtually indestructible polycarbonate, the Pro-tec Eyeguard is form fitted to the face, and is scientifically tested and designed to give you practically unlimited visibility and maximum comfort. And protection.

A Pro-tec Eyeguard costs just a few dollars.

That's an incredible bargain, because you can't buy a new eye for any price.
Official Entry

United States
Racquetball Association
1979 Regional Championships

ENTRY DEADLINE: All entry blanks and corresponding entry fees must be in the possession of tournament director by Friday, March 30, 1979.

ENTRY FEE: $15 for one event, $25 if two events are entered. Limit two events per player. ($12 additional for non-USRA members).

OFFICIAL BALL: Seamco 558 (black) in all events except Northwest Region where Seamco 600 (blue) will be official.

RULES OF SANCTION PLAY: All current USRA rules will govern play. No player having accepted $1000 or more in prize money on NRC Pro Tour within last 12 months may enter amateur events.

ELIGIBILITY: All participants must be current USRA members. Membership applications and renewals will be available at host facility for an additional $12.

AWARDS: Trophies to first three places in all events. Round-trip coach air fare for the winners of the men's and women's open divisions to the 1979 USRA National Championships June 9-16, 1979 in Tempe, Arizona. Trips will only be awarded to those winners who play in the same event in the Nationals as they won in the regionals. For example, an open player who chooses to play pro will not be awarded the trip.

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE AND MAIL ENTRIES TO: Information listed for your regional. Starting times may be obtained by contacting host facility. See regional tournament information page.

NOTE: All entrants must play in the regional in which they reside (no exceptions will be made) as depicted by the boundaries set forth on the accompanying map.

Region 3 - SOUTHEAST: North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama.
Region 4 - CENTRAL: Wisconsin, Illinois, Michigan, Minnesota.
Region 5 - SOUTH CENTRAL: Mississippi, Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana, Arkansas.
Region 6 - SOUTHWEST: New Mexico, Arizona, Hawaii, California, Nevada.
Region 7 - MID-WEST: North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Missouri, Iowa, Manitoba.
Region 9 - OHIO VALLEY: Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana, Tennessee, West Virginia.

Please enter me in:
□ Open singles
□ Women's singles
□ Senior singles (35 & over)
□ Master singles (45 & over)
□ Golden Master's singles (55 & over)
□ Men's "B" singles
□ Women's "B" singles
□ Open doubles
□ Senior doubles
□ Master doubles
□ Golden Master's doubles
□ Men's "C" singles
□ Women's "C" singles

SHIRT SIZE: ____________ Small ____________ Medium ____________ Large ____________ X-Large

Name (Please Print) __________________________ Regional Name __________________________

State representing __________________________

Address __________________________________________

City __________________________ State __________ Zip __________

USRA Membership card # Exp. Date __________________________

Business phone __________________________ Home phone __________________________

Doubles Partner __________________________ Please print

WAIVER

I hereby for myself, my heirs, executors, agents and administrator, waive and release any and all rights and claims for damages I may have against the USRA, its affiliated clubs, and their respective agents, representatives, successors and assigners for any and all injuries which may be suffered by me in connection with my participation in the Regional or National tournaments.

Date __________________________

Signature __________________________
USRA Region Tournament Information

Region 1 - New England
SITE: The Lake Wood Racquetball Club, 666 Lakewood Road, Waterbury, CT 06704
PHONE: 203-755-6699 Tournament Director: Jack Fruin
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO AND MAIL ENTRY TO: The Lake Wood Racquetball Club
TOURNAMENT HEADQUARTERS: The Red Bull Motor Inn, Schraats Dr., Waterbury, CT, 203-756-8123, The Holiday Inn, 88 Union St., Waterbury, CT, 203-757-0521

Region 2 - Northeast
SITE: Westvale Club House, 3328 W. Genesee, P.O. Box 291, Syracuse, NY 13219 & Dewitt Clubhouse, Widwaters Pky., Dewitt, NY 13214, Tournament Director: Bruce Clark
PHONE: 315-489-3126; 315-446-0376
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO AND MAIL TO: Same as above
TOURNAMENT HEADQUARTERS: Holiday Inn, Carrier Circle, Syracuse, NY 13057, 315-437-2761

Region 3 - Southeast
SITE: Jacksonville Racquetball Club, 6651 Crestline Drive, Jacksonville, FL 32211, 904-724-6994, Tournament Director: Gordon Ira.
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO AND MAIL ENTRY TO: Same as above
TOURNAMENT HEADQUARTERS: Holiday Motor Inn, 8016 N. Alternate #1, Arlington Expressway, Jacksonville, FL 32211, 904-725-3343.

Region 4 - Central
SITE: The Supreme Court, 5555 Odana, Madison, WI 53719
PHONE: 608-274-5080, Tournament Director: Joe Wirkus
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE AND MAIL ENTRY TO: Same as above
TOURNAMENT HEADQUARTERS: The Quality Inn, 4619 E. Broadway St., Madison, WI 53716 608-222-5501; The Sheraton, 706 John Nolen Dr., Madison, WI 53713, 608-251-2300

Region 5 - South Central
SITE: Racquetball/Handball Clubs of San Antonio, 7700 Torino Dr., San Antonio, TX 78229, 512-344-8596, Tournament Director: Bruce Hendin
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO AND MAIL ENTRY TO: Same as above
TOURNAMENT HEADQUARTERS: LaQuinta, 9542 1H 10W, San Antonio, TX 78230, 512-690-8810

Dates • April 5-8, 1979
WHEN CPI SERVES, YOU GET THE RETURN

BEFORE YOU INVEST IN RACQUETBALL

discover how you get the fastest dollar return with CPI's total package...

- COMPLETE ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
- Feasibility plans & costs for financing
- Preliminary architectural plans
- Complete architectural & mechanical plans with specifications

- COMPLETE COURT PACKAGE:
PANELS, STEEL STUDS, FLOORING, LIGHTING

- COMPLETE INSTALLATION:
QUALIFIED INSTALLERS & CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

- PRE-OPENING MEMBERSHIP
SALES & MARKETING PROGRAMS

- TAX ADVANTAGE CONSULTATION

CPI's total system includes FIBERESIN high-density 62 lb./cu. ft. recreation court panels.

Yes, please send me more information on CPI's total racquetball package.

MAIL TO: Court Planners & Investor Services, Ltd.
575 Underhill Blvd., Syosset, N.Y. 11791

(516) 364-9270
Jennifer Harding's Double Hold on Racquetball

Once a lefty... always a lefty. Only in this case a flower basket substitutes for a racquet! Jennifer is the only left hander in the top 25 women competitors... probably the only rose princess too.

Being on top in tournaments is nothing new to Jennifer, who started winning early in her racquetball career. Here she takes a tight grip on the winner's trophy at the Daffy Open tournament, held in Tacoma, WA, in 1973.

Along with her playing and clinic preoccupations Jennifer has some racquetball related business ventures which she runs from the wood paneled office in the Milwaukee Racquetball Club, in Milwaukee, OR, which she also manages.

The smiling face of USRA/NRC National Commissioner Joe Ardito tells the story of another win, this time the 1976 NRC National Doubles title with Camille McCarthy.
by Nick Longhurst

A late model Porsche sits outside the racquetball courts in the quiet Oregon town of Milwaukie.

It is the sort of luxury carriage which attracts envious glances from sundry passersby because $20,000 imported sports cars don't grow on trees anywhere . . . and most certainly not in this state which boasts of more wood than people.

In fact in Milwaukie, where tastes tend to run to sturdy station wagons and four wheel drive go-anywhere pick up trucks, the maroon colored bomb is a definite rarity.

Which is exactly what can be said about its owner.

She is Jennifer Harding, a 26-year-old businesswoman, racquetball professional who enjoys computing other people's taxes on the side.

That is when she can find the time in a daily schedule which somehow often takes 16 or 17 hours to complete.

For Jennifer has as tight a grasp on the business end of the sport as she does on the grip of her new pale blue autograph racquet.

For the record she is Ektelon's leading woman professional, currently ranked number two behind Shannon Wright in the 1978-79 pro rankings.

Jennifer avenged her defeat at the hands of Shannon Wright, which gave Shannon the National Champion title, by beating her first time out in the new season in their semi-final clash. She went on to wrap up the finals, slamming home a 6 and 14 victory over Peggy Steding.

She also manages two clubs in Oregon, runs a racquet stringing business and dreams of owning her own club.
But that is only half of the story. To understand her current dynamic lifestyle you have to understand how she got there.

It all began a few years back at the University of Oregon Dental School. She had played other sports — tennis in college, softball, a little basketball and paddleball.

"I had always played some sport. When I first started at Oregon I was going to be a physical education teacher," explains Jennifer.

But that desire lasted precisely 48 hours.

"That was the length of the freshman orientation period," she laughs. "I just looked around the buildings I would have to spend my time in and the girls I was going to have to work with — the P. E. majors — and I decided against it. I was afraid I couldn't be feminine and a jock at the same time."

So Jennifer, who had worked as a dental assistant during a summer recess, remembered that the dentist who employed her had tried to get her to be a hygienist. The second day at school she changed her major.
Putting Her Teeth into Paddleball

Studying dental hygiene finally paved the way to her present career. Dental school led her to paddleball, which was on the curriculum.

"I had to take it whether I liked it or not so I started to play and began to enjoy it.

"In those days I was always oriented to exercise so during the lunch hour I would go up there and play the men students or one of the dentists on staff. Then I would run back.

"I would be the last one rushing in to the clinic, throwing my cap on with my patients sitting in the waiting room – throwing my instruments on the table and going."

When she said goodbye to dental school on graduation, she also said goodbye to paddleball. And for a while it was tennis which took up her time. Then she met some racquetball players from Portland and began playing competitively — in Canada.

"I liked racquetball right away. I always hated the image of tennis, that you had to be wealthy to play the game. Racquetball on the other hand – even in those days – wasn't very expensive and I liked the people involved. They cared more about how much exercise they were getting and they were not concerned about how they looked."

The first tournaments across the border turned into weekend jaunts, with five or six people splitting the gas for a trip north. Then Jennifer won the northwestern regional tournament.

"There wasn't very much competition. Nobody played racquetball, so you didn't have to be very good. I think that Oregon in those days had a total of 10 courts in the entire state."

After a year of working as a hygienist even the good money she was earning didn't help the boredom. So she started trying to find people who were willing to put money into racquetball. And time after time she was rebuffed.
"No one would listen to me. At least I was going to some of the tournaments and kind of getting a national concept of racquetball — it was doing well. So here I was, still working as a dental hygienist, trying to get someone to build a club in Portland."

Among the prospective investors that Jennifer singled out was the dentist she worked for, and even the Georgia Pacific Railroad.

The answer was always the same. "Then the next thing I knew, there was a club going up and they called me."

Jennifer was hired... just as a pro, but she was content to stay in that position for a while.

"At the time the manager was not doing the job he was hired to do and I was running half the club anyway. I was getting into doing the books and after coming back from the 1973 Nationals I found that I had been made manager... And I jumped in head first."

Then the two partners in the club decided to split their partnership, but another club was already in the planning stage. They were at odds deciding which of the two clubs Jennifer should run.

"I decided that I could run both. I hired three other people to give lessons and carried on."

It was work for Jennifer in those days. In that first season she was running two clubs, giving nine sessions of lessons, working 18 hours a day.

"Although I hadn't played much during my spare time, my game seemed to improve on the tour."

It was a classic case of getting thrown in at the deep end, but she had the determination to succeed.

"I admit that I didn't know all there was to know about running a club," she laughs. "But I worked a lot of hours for the opportunity."
Choose your weapon.

We make five great racquets, not just one or two. So more than just getting a choice of responsive aluminum or composite frames, you get a choice of strings, grips, weights, and even lengths. So choose your weapon. Choose a Spalding.

Centurion™—New carbon filled composite construction. Black heat-welded strings, plush raised-leather grip. 18.5 inches, 250 grams


Top-Flite™—Spalding's heaviest racquet built for power play and durability. Expanded teardrop head shape with clear tournament nylon strings and a top-grade leather grip. 18 inches, 285 grams

Smasher™—Extra long, extruded aluminum frame, rugged steel eyelets, durable twisted nylon strings, leather grip. 19 inches, 270 grams

Rebel™—New nylon/glass-filled composite, blue twist nylon strings. Raised stitch leather grip. 18.5 inches, 255 grams
“Happy Days”!

Donny Most’s the Winner
by Nick Longhurst

Take some hot California sunshine, a star studded roster of celebrities from entertainment and sports, a worthwhile charity and some crowd pulling racquetball.

Those were the ingredients which brought in over $40,000 recently to help in the fight against multiple sclerosis when racquetball was added for the first time to the annual Steve Garvey Celebrity Tennis and Racquetball Classic.

Garvey, the clean cut first baseman of the pennant winning Los Angeles Dodgers baseball team, was happy to add racquetball to the customary format of his yearly effort to aid his favorite charity, and he proved that he is just as adept slamming kill shots into the front wall as he is in his customary role, drilling homers out of the Dodger’s ballpark.

There were 15 well known names playing in the round robin tournament at the Warner Center Racquet Club in Woodland Hills, an LA suburb which many celebrities call home.

The tournament — which resulted in a close win for Donny Most, the carrot haired star of the TV series “Happy Days” — pulled in almost half of the total donations raised.

Donny, who has been picking up lessons from Pro Jerry Hilecher, managed to stay ahead of his nearest rival, former Kojak costar, Kevin Dobson.

Racquetball Organizer Gloria Fleishman was emphatic in her endorsement of the hard hitting racquetball players whose devotion to the game grows with every tournament.

“Celebrity racquetball is definitely here to stay,” she said. “The players may not have the same shot arsenal as professionals, but they sure do draw the crowds. Both days the club was packed with spectators.”

Warner club member Kathy Warman managed to strike a blow for womens’ lib, too, when she walked off the court after a resounding victory over self-confessed tyro Dick Whittington.

Dick, a Los Angeles radio celebrity, spent the preceding week conducting a daily male sexist pig campaign over the air, decrying the looks and abilities of female racquetball players.
Woman Batters Whittington

But his desserts came when his pretty opponent challenged him to prove his remarks on the court.
After his battering Whittington admitted ruefully "This game is a great leveller. I was soundly beaten by a woman!!

...I learned first hand that it's true what they say, racquetball certainly is a game where women are equal. I still don't believe in equality, but I'm going to take a few lessons so I can beat her next year."

Kevin Dobson, long time Kojak regular, was filming in a hospital for his role as the recipient of a new heart in an upcoming movie called "Transplant."
"If I played any more racquetball, I would have to give up acting," he explained after winning a close match with Debra Clinger.
Kevin, a two year convert to the game, is also a far ranging ambassador for the game.
"Just recently I performed in New Zealand and since I normally travel with my racquetball gear, I just took it along with me to the other side of the world.
"There was just one problem – there are no racquetball courts in the country. But I started playing on double squash courts with some of the locals. They became so enthused with the game that I left them an outline of the rules and a set of court dimensions.
"They promised me that next time I went there would be at least one real court to play on . . ."

Kevin, a transplanted New Yorker, started playing one wall paddleball as a kid.
That gave him a taste of the action, and after a couple of games at Yogi Berra's New York facility he got into a serious program with the game.

"But boy, it was hard at first. In paddleball you can switch hands - so I started out the game with no backhand. . ."

Kevin gets a lot of pleasure out of his three time weekly workouts.

"I'm a competitive player, and I just want to get better. Working for this role as a heart transplant patient and being around a few hospitals during the filming really makes you realize how important it is to keep the heart in good shape.

"One thing I know is that I never want to go through the trauma that my character went through - and it's based on real life facts."

Kevin's first objective is to get in shape for the next celebrity tournament - "the next time it's Most who is going to come in second."

The slim winner of the tournament isn't so sure that he wants to let that happen.

Donny got a good grounding in the sport — he started playing handball in New York at 15 — about the same time that he was singing in a night club act in the Catskill Mountains.

He's still singing — he has a new record called "Here's Some Love" but he switched from handball to racquetball 12 months ago.

He plays regularly at the prestigious Century West Club in the high rise Century City area of Los Angeles.

"Celebrities love to help raise money for charity. Their time in exchange for a few hours fun is a great way to serve some of the people who watch us each week.

"But until now celebrity tournaments have only been for things like golf and tennis - neither of which I play."

"I have just been waiting for racquetball to get big enough to be a part of these affairs. Even top tennis clubs are putting in racquetball courts now so I know there are going to be a lot more chances to play the game in the future.

"And lets face it. I'm the best."

"O. K. Garvey, in this game you hit the ball every time. Think you can manage that? —"

Handball and the Catskills

Those were the terse instructions from Racquetball Professional Jay Jones before the exhibition match in which he defeated Steve Garvey.

"Garvey managed a tight smile and a little hustle. I don't know how to play this game. . . how about a few points."

But it soon became clear that Steve is an all around athlete who can hit a racquetball as hard as he can a baseball.

"He has lightning quick reflexes and a good eye. Those things are just as valuable in racquetball as in his own game," explained Jones after Steve drove a couple by him.

"The pros had better watch it. Garvey could be a tough player."

And after the match Garvey, who went down 21-12, had only one thing to say.

"Racquetball is a fine game. I'm pleased that it has become a part of this tournament. Sports do so much to entertain people and supporting charities like mine is just one more way us healthy ones can do something for the ones who have problems they have to live with all their lives.

"Racquetball players who know the exhilaration of a hard fought game are getting the same feeling that professional athletes get. I only regret that not everybody can have those very same experiences."
She Put Racquetball Into Tournament

Racquetball playing celebrities who took part in a recent charity fund raiser in Los Angeles developed a lot of respect for petite mother-of-four Gloria Fleishman.

For Gloria, the wife of a Los Angeles attorney, treated most of them like an extension of her family and hustled them from game to game, from autograph session to bar and back again during the two day Steve Garvey Racquetball and Tennis Classic.

And it was in no small way thanks to Gloria that the racquetball tournament, held for the first time along with the tennis classic, went off at all.

For the small but ever growing band of racquetball playing celebrities, many of whom have been featured in the pages of National Racquetball, attracted a good 40 percent of the donations to multiple sclerosis.

Gloria originally joined the Warner Center Racquet Club in Woodland Hills, CA, to play tennis.

But that didn’t last long.

“I couldn’t tolerate the people in tennis. I started playing the game but I couldn’t handle all the garbage the women players threw out.

“As soon as the racquetball section opened I played the game and loved it. I didn’t have to go through the tennis rituals and social chit chat, I just left the court feeling good physically and mentally.”

Originally there were no plans to hold a racquetball section in the tournament and that made racquetball’s new convert a little mad.

So mad she waylaid Steve Garvey and put it to him.

“Steve had no objections when I told him of my plans to organize a racquetball tournament with celebrities. He offered to give an exhibition and invited me along to a planning meeting.

Besides organizing the tournament Gloria found time to play — and win — a doubles exhibition game with partner Donny Most.

“It was exhilarating to be able to play. Racquetball players don’t tend to be all stuffy so we really had a good time.”

— N.L.
Beyond the Open

Can Grandpa Play Racquetball?

57-Year-Old Utah Player Says “Accept the Invitation”

There are two kinds of grandfathers, explains Wallace E. Hight in his book, Can Grandpa Play Racquetball? One is inactive, with limited interests. “I remember my own father who strictly limited his activity in later life,” Hight writes in his book. “I think of my dad’s long sittings at the kitchen table, reading a book and drinking a beverage. Such inclination of senior citizens to occupy themselves in sedentary activities—playing solitaire, watching TV, etc.—results in a loss of muscle tone in the body, and even an atrophy of the body muscles as they whither from lack of use.”

Hight is the other kind of grandfather. More like the men he describes in his opening chapters—fellow Utah residents like Frank Nebeker, who took up racquetball the week after he retired at 60, or Nebeker’s playing buddy, Stan Russon, 72, who uses racquetball to begin his daily exercise.

Hight, who’s 57, first played racquetball 10 years ago, shortly after he recovered from a collapsed lung. “I remember the circumstances preceding the hospitalization,” writes the accountant with the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Salt Lake City. “I was riding the bus to and from work at the time. To meet work deadlines I carried heavy briefcases with me on the bus . . . and would often leave the office so late I had to run two or three blocks to the bus stop. My problem was that my memory was far superior to my judgment, for I could remember earlier years when I could run a mile or more at a stretch without noticing problems. “It took my doctor to explain that the aging process was taking place. The elasticity of my lungs has given way to brittleness.”

His doctor told him to jog, but when Hight went back for a checkup—as a racquetball regular—the doctor said “I’d suggest you keep doing what you’re doing.” “Now I don’t pretend to have medical judgment to know what exercises you grandpas should be doing,” Hight writes. “But with the assurance of my doctor that racquetball, played regularly and sensibly, is a good physical activity for me, I am getting the fullest value of an annual gymnasium membership by greatly enjoying . . . racquetball.”

Hight thinks racquetball is a good game for Golden Agers and pre-Golden Agers because it’s easy to get into a game, it’s a gregarious sport (“Man is naturally desirous of associating with others of his kind”) and it’s an effective way to earn aerobic points ("After a 45 minute session one comes out feeling better.")

“Playing racquetball,” says Hight, “adds days to your life and life to your days.”

Hight devotes more than 50 pages of his paperback book (published by Jubilant Enterprises, Inc., P.O. Box 341, Farmington, UT 84025) to instruction—including a comparison between racquetball, tennis and billiards and a description of two kinds of racquetball games—“the games for humility—the games I lose” and “the games for confidence . . . which should be played with wife or kids.” And, the reader would guess, with grandchildren.

“Prudent physical exercise,” Hight writes, “is the prescription most suitable to conserve well being, and playing racquetball is an enjoyable way to physically exercise. “You should play the game as vigorously as appropriate to your physical condition and the playing ability of your opponent. Against those of considerable skill play the best your physical condition will allow. On the other hand play sportingly with novices.

“Play the game as an option for keeping alert and happy so that you ‘live’ your days with a zest . . . Get into the court, play racquetball and enjoy life.”
Select a Precision Court, by Robbins, and you have a Racquetball/Handball Court system that will pay their way sooner because they install faster. And, because they are built to take hard play, everyday, with a minimum of maintenance, means more hours of profitable play.

From floor, to walls, to ceiling, Robbins offers a total system with built-in versatility to fit your needs and budget.

With Robbins, the world's largest manufacturer of hardwood maple floors, you have a choice of three wood floor systems. The superb construction of each make them less affected by variations in temperature and/or humidity...resisting warping, twisting, excessive swelling and shrinkage. For the player, wood floors give fast action with uniform ball bounce as the ball comes off the floor without loss of energy.

Wall surfaces feature Formica® brand Laminate Panels with stud, furred and direct to structural wall systems. Formica® panels provide a tough, pre-finished surface. Flush fit, for a seamless like surface, these panels assure fast play with true ball bounce. They are dimensionally stable and highly warp, scratch, dent, and moisture resistant. Optional, customized glass walls are available.

Precision Courts, by Robbins, together with its nationwide dealer/contractor network, offer the owner valuable experience in a complete range of services. Robbins, Inc. and their certified dealers completely warrant the Precision Courts System for workmanship, materials, and performance. And, equally important local on-site responsibility and control of your installation.

For complete details and specifications, write, or give us a call!

"Manufacturer of nationally famous Precision Courts floor, wall and ceiling systems."

Robbins Flooring Division
3626 Roundbottom Road / Cincinnati, Ohio 45244 / (513) 561-5805
Letters

Praise from Greece
Dear Mr. Kendler:
First off I would like to say that I enjoy your magazine very much. I am in the Air Force overseas in Greece. Here we have two racquetball courts that are full all the time. I try to get a court whenever possible, because the game is one of the most exciting, fast paced games I’ve played. I’m new to the game and your magazine, but I’ve never watched a game evolving that has more potential than racquetball does.
The main reason I’m writing to you is that, despite your success and achievements, you thank God for all your accomplishments, which these days is not seen not heard often enough. I applaud your decision to do so.
Pat Gore
APO New York

Looking for Tony Craig
Dear Ms. Brussian:
First let me introduce myself. I am a racquetball player who introduced his wife to the game, first of all for sport, and secondly for weight control.
Now, thanks to National Racquetball, she is thrilled with the game, loves the clothes, (even bought herself the “Streaker” outfit as shown in your December issue) and loves the idea that maybe someday she might come face to face with Tony Craig on the courts.
Thank you from both of us for your December issue.
David Cashman
New York, NY

Love at First Sight
Hi Bob:
I was at our athletic club the other day where I saw my first game of racquetball. What a terrific game it is. I love it. What a contribution to the sporting world you have made.
John Templeton
Portland, OR

National Racquetball's a Teacher
Dear Sir:
I very much enjoy your magazine. It always contains good information about our game, both articles and instruction. We use many of the instruction hints at our YMCA. I also enjoy going to the USRA tournaments, which are run and organized well. Keep up the good work in both areas.
Samuel J. Pettinato Jr.
Jessup, PA

Working Wonders at Boys Republic
Dear Mr. Kendler:
Thank you very much for helping me spread racquetball to the boys of Boys Republic. It was quite a surprise when we received those magazines and rule books from the National Racquetball Club. Boys whom I have never seen read before, are looking at them with much excitement.
I would also like to thank you for forwarding my letter to Leach Industries, who helped satisfy our needs by sending us 14 of their racquets.
I thought that you might be glad to hear some examples of how racquetball has had an effect on our boys. We have a boy who is a member of our racquetball club. He is what we call a "goalless" boy, a person who really doesn't appear to have any goals for his life. He is a boy who since he came into the program about five months ago has not been active in many of the activities we offer. He is a person who for some reasons has had trouble interacting with most of the other residents in our program. He has also showed very little emotional growth during this period. Since becoming interested in racquetball he has shown some growth by becoming more interested in his life. He has begun interacting with his peers, primarily through racquetball. He has become, through practice, one of the best racquetball players in our program. In fact he placed second in the last tournament we held.
At the school at Boys Republic boys are rewarded for their work, behavior, attendance etc., by receiving points which later can be turned into money. The money earned by them is usually used for buying their cigarettes, but this boy saved up for weeks so that he could buy himself his own racquet.

Another example of the influence of racquetball is a boy who is also a member of my racquetball club. He is a boy who is very overweight. His first few weeks in the program he refused to leave the TV room and take part in activities because he was embarrassed to show his body for fear of being picked on by his peers. He soon started feeling more comfortable here, but still didn't take part in many physical activities. He would sit around and either watch TV, or read, while at the same time, he grew heavier. I somehow got him to cut on the racquetball court one day. He became so interested in it, he returned from Christmas with a new racquet which he had asked his family to give him.
These are two examples of how racquetball has affected Boys Republic. Your support has been very valuable to us. Any future support in the way of magazines, pamphlets or films on racquetball will certainly be most appreciated.
My thanks to you and the NRC on behalf of myself, my kids and the staff at Boys Republic.

Michael Weinman
Farmington Hills, MI

Senior Citizen Loves Donna Jo
Dear Editor:
I am a senior citizen and I must admit to never having played the game of racquetball. My young grandson does, and he showed me your December magazine with pictures of Donna Jo modeling racquetball clothes. I know Donna Jo as the "Grand Darling of the Senior Citizens" through her appearances at some of our functions.
Knowing how much we at the Center love this beautiful young lady and how much my grandson adores her, I want to thank you at National Racquetball for sharing her with us. We have followed her career over the years and are hanging the article by Stella Hart on our bulletin board.
Who knows. I might decide to play racquetball yet!

Sara Kingston
Saddlebrook, NJ

Another Vote for Mandatory Eye Protection
Dear Carol:
In Terry Francher’s article “The Problem of Eye Protection,” many fine points were made for adopting a rule calling for a mandate on protective eye wear in sanctioned tournaments. And then he turns around and states “However we are not going to infringe upon our players individual rights and make legislation to that effect.”
I would hate to see the USRA forced into such legislation. But little league baseball was forced into requiring the use of helmets. If playing the game has certain hazards inherent in it, there is an obligation of the governing body to legislate safety into the game.

I do not want to see the game of racquetball maligned because of eye injuries. It’s a great sport and its popularity has been greatly enhanced by the USRA and National Racquetball.

Thomas U. Pipes
Escondido, CA

This letter, referring to USRA Coordinator Terry Fancher’s October column, carries the same message as most of the replies to Commissioner Joe Ardito’s December editorial, many of which were printed in Ardito’s February column. ED

... And Another Against

Eyeguards are very useful and maybe clubs will post signs concerning their use for insurance liability purposes — but I am opposed to any USRA rule that would require their use.

An individual should have a choice about wearing them.

E. A. Johansson
Winter Haven, FL

Celebrities: To Be . . .

Gentlemen:
I wanted to take a moment to compliment you on the development of National Racquetball magazine. I am particularly pleased to see the expansion of articles regarding well known celebrities and others becoming involved in the sport. Publicity which encourages new people to become interested in this great industry is especially valuable. Your magazine has become much more than just a tournament players publication. Thanks for everything you are doing for the racquetball industry.

C. A. Spaulding
Manchester, MO

Look Him Up for a Post Prison Game

Dear Sirs:
Regarding the article by Bill Cudd, “Racquetball Behind the Walls,” it is good to hear that something other than pumping iron is taking place at T. I.

If a player is released to the San Diego area, I would invite him to look me up for a game.

Randy Swanson
U.S. Probation & Parole
Rm. BN 71, U.S. Courthouse
940 Front Street
San Diego, CA 92189

... Or Not to Be

Dear Editor:
That’s enough with the celebrities already! I’m not interested in movie stars. If I were I would have a subscription to a movie magazine. How about a feature on Charlie or Peggy? Who are they? What’s their opinion, etc.?

Shirley Scheithil
Chicago, IL

National Racquetball thinks top players are celebrities, too, and has run stories on Charlie (Brumfield) and Peggy (Steding). We hope you’ll read Nick Longhurst’s stories on Jennifer (Harding) in this issue. ED.

EYEGUARD
IS THE_black_guy_family洙

ALL PURPOSE RACQUETBALL

NEW!!

STYLE, COMFORT, PROTECTION
AND LOW PRICE COMBINED IN AN
INDESTRUCTIBLE SPACE AGE PLASTIC EYEGUARD.

COLOR CO-ORDINATE WITH YOUR FAVORITE PLAYING OUTFIT.
PACKAGED BY THE HANDICAPPED. LIGHTLY TINTED TRANSLUCENT COLORS OF
YELLOW — BLUE — GREEN — RED — ORANGE (GOLD) OR CLEAR.
FOR LOW PRICES CALL COLLECT: LLOYD DISTRIBUTORS (213) 999-4330
P.O. BOX 3000, CALABASAS, CALIF. 91302

DISTRIBUTOR INQUIRIES INVITED
Brumfield’s Exclusive Series

This issue of National Racquetball begins the first of 12 issues which will be highlighted by an exclusive series of instructional pieces by Charlie Brumfield. And unlike many instructional articles bylined by top professionals, the entire series is written by Brumfield himself.

Knowing Brumfield as I have for over nine years now, that’s the only way he does things. This four time national champion has weathered every possible storm in racquetball to continue to be a vital force in our game. And as the saying goes, “he’s done it his way.”

And that’s the essence of his instructional series. It’s Brumfield’s way. Not only the how to, but the why’s. It does little good to know how to hit a shot if you can’t do it in a game and the concept of pragmatic instruction is what Brumfield the person and Brumfield the instructor is all about.

When first approached about this series, Charlie was apprehensive. “I don’t know if I can get across what I want to say,” he told me. “And I know many of my concepts are radically different from the way things have always been taught.”

I assured Brum that the racquetball public would be extremely interested in his opinions, why he held them and how the average player could incorporate them into his game. With that he perked up and as he got into the series, he became nearly obsessed with it.

“I’ve never seen him take a project so seriously,” said his wife, Pat: “He’ll come home from practice and rewrite sections just because he noticed something during his workout.”

In talking with Charlie at the Coors All Pro Championships (where he served as head referee) I found what I had supposed was true. Never before has Brumfield been asked to do an indepth study of racquetball technique and strategy — at least not since the beginning of the power playing days.

And it has not been an easy time for Brumfield, who dominated the early years of racquetball with control, only to have his dominance destroyed by what he feels were product changes that benefitted power players.

Yet he maintained solidly his position as the number two player in the world, failing only to stop Marty Hogan consistently. And it wasn’t until a bout with hepatitis last summer and fall that he fell out of the top four.

During his illness Charlie had a chance to reflect on the game and put his mind to work, not only developing theories, but figuring how to best use his own abilities. Playing up to one’s potential has been the goal of all athletes through the ages and Brumfield is no exception.

The key point is that potential is both mental and physical. Brumfield will be the first to tell you that of all the top racquetball professionals he is the least athletic in terms of natural ability. The other pros will tell you that he is the tops in terms of mental ability.

Therefore Brumfield’s instructional series is an attempt (and well done, I might add) to combine the two, by telling you not only what to do, but why and how and when you should do it.

He has analyzed each facet of racquetball and will systematically explain what you need to do to be a winner. Some of the ideas will be unusual and you may think them out of step with the mainstream of today’s racquetball thinking.

Others may seem ridiculous by their simplicity and you’ll get that, “why didn’t I think of that” feeling.

But no matter what your opinion of Charlie Brumfield the truth is that no single individual has ever dissected racquetball as thoroughly as has this man. No single individual has earned as much praise and awards as has this man.

And never before has Charlie Brumfield authored a comprehensive instructional series — until now.

Exclusively. In National Racquetball. We hope you enjoy it and put it to good use.

Chuck Leve
named "official"
for racquetball

The National Racquetball Club made the choice. Yes, the pros selected Champion's Model 610 as the "official glove" because of design and superior performance. Soft, thin deerskin palm . . . double thickness terry cloth back, wrap-around Velcro wrist strap. Helenco stretch design . . . are all preferred features. That's why amateur, as well as professional, racquetball players like the Champion Model 610 glove. At your YMCA, Racquetball Club or Sporting Goods Dealer.
COLGATE ROLLS OUT ANOTHER SPORT

INTRODUCING THE RICHEST TOUR IN RACQUETBALL HISTORY.

Colgate—the people who brought the Dinah Shore Winner's Circle to golf and the Colgate Grand Prix to tennis—now rolls into the country's hottest new sport with its biggest purse ever.

It's the Colgate Men's and Women's Pro/Am Racquetball Tour, co-sponsored by Leach Industries and Seamco.

Each of the eight thrilling stops across the country carries a $20,000 to $30,000 purse and the sponsorship of companies like Jack-in-the-Box, Leach Industries, Catalina Sportswear, Seamco and Coors. In addition, the tour is highlighted by a $75,000 Colgate bonus program. But that's not all.

The final stop in Tempe, Arizona is where the sport's top 32 professional men and women will fight it out for their share of an additional $50,000 in Colgate prize money, as well as the National Championship title.

Naturally, we're proud to announce this tour as the newest member of the Colgate family of sports programs. And we hope you'll join us in St. Louis, Detroit, New York, Miami, Los Angeles, Chicago, Denver and Tempe as we roll out the National Championship this year.

Because we want you there when the very best players in the country make big money, as well as racquetball history.

THE COLGATE MEN'S AND WOMEN'S PRO/AM RACQUETBALL TOUR
CO-SPONSORED BY LEACH INDUSTRIES AND SEAMCO. FOR EXACT DATES AND TIMES, CALL TOLL-FREE (800) 864-2928/(800) 954-2929